Marriage and Baptismal Certificates

MARRIAGE CERTIFICATES

No. 55. Folder style, 8 x 10 inches. Orange lines and gold borders. With envelope. Each 25c.

No. 59. Folder style, 8 x 10 inches. White lines in gold, without border. With envelope. Each 25c.

No. 81. Size 13 x 15 inches. Paper and inner padding. 100 copies. Each 40c.

No. 82. Size 11 x 13 inches. Upright design of verse and texts with ribbon border and halos. Each 35c.

No. 83. Size 11 x 13 inches. Colorful design with flowers and ribbons in full color. Each 40c.

No. 84. Size 11 x 13 inches. Pencil design with pink roses and floral elements. Each 35c.

No. 87. Size 11 x 13 inches. Bold design in style of Tison, with frame of roses. Each 40c.

Each 50c.

WEDDING BOOKLETS

A Token of our Wedding, 5 1/2 inches. A delight and souvenir booklet of twelve pages with magnificent pictures from the Bible. All designs are high grade and black with delicate polish shading. Each in an envelope. 5c.


Our Wedding Day. Size 3 1/2 x 5 1/2 inches. At least 50 pages binding printed in harmonious colors. Each in clear envelopes. Each 40c.

BAPTISMAL BOOKLET

No. 50. Folded and printed the prettiest of all beautifully printed Baptismal Booklets. A harmony of design and coloring with most appropriate reading matter. Each in a box. 25c.

No. 51. Folded and printed. The Child Baptized at the font. Each in a box. 25c.

No. 52. Folded and printed. The Child Baptized at the font. Each in a box. 25c.

BAPTISMAL CERTIFICATES

No. 9A. For Adults. Designs in colors with verses and beautiful images of Christ and His Church. Each 15c. and 25c.

No. 10. For Children. Similar to No. 9A. Each 15c.

No. 11. For Children. Similar to No. 10. Each 15c.

No. 12. For Children. The picture of the Good Shepherd making the prayer, as Jesus said in the parable of the lost sheep and the little children. Each 15c.
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STICK TO THE MINISTRY, YOUNG MAN

A YOUNG man, whose professional career was already good and was fast growing, obeyed the call of the Lord a few years ago and entered wholeheartedly into the Christian ministry. God has blessed the clear preaching of this splendid man and has answered his prayers and given him roads and success in the building up of the cause of God.

A few days ago the editor received a letter from the above named preacher in which he described the "leanings" of the preacher toward the profession which he gave up to enter the ministry and asking the editor's advice and counsel. The editor answered as follows:

"MY DEAR BROTHER: Your letter came a few days ago and in looking it over I felt like saying, 'There hath no temptation overtaken you but such as is common to man,' and I wanted to apply these words simply to men who are called to preach and have left professions and vocations which they liked and in which they were having at least a measure of success to enter the Christian ministry and who, furthermore, have, like yourself, approached the age of forty, at which time every man sees the possibility of his ever changing to some other calling in life and making a success of it slipping silently away from him. This is the real testing time. Up until now, you have 'experimented,' but now stern old, father time is about to make a finish of some sort out of you.

"You are in some little doubt yourself, but I am not in the least doubt regarding you. I am confident, from what I know of the manner in which God has blessed your efforts, that you are set apart from the Lord for the work of the ministry. I do not even doubt that (without your knowledge) your former training and experience in your chosen profession were in God's plan for fitting you for the work of the ministry. Perhaps you will say, 'Oh, but my training and experience were not suited to the end of preparing me for the ministry.' But so thought Moses the heathen, Amos the gatherer of sycamore fruit and Elisha the plowman. And we do not doubt that Luther the physician, Apollos the lawyer, Levi the tax collector, Peter the fisherman and even Saul the bigot, had like misgivings about their education and former experience. But, although there must of necessity be a predominance of men who were educated for the ministry, in the sacred office, there is a large place for those whose education and experience have fitted them to serve as 'nonprofessional' preachers and soul winners.

"And do you not think that Moses pined for his bees, Amos longed for his summer fruits, Elisha missed his humble place in the field, Luke begged for his place at the bedside of the great sick, Apollos dreamed of the courtroom, Levi yearned for the place of customs, Peter craved his nets and Saul earnestly desired association with scholars?

"Perhaps there are ministers who never have 'looked back,' but most of such either left nothing worth going back to, or, like myself, started in the work of the ministry so early that it is and always has been, professionally and emotionally, their 'first love.'

"You think of dividing your time and thought between your old profession and your new calling, and you claim no one who have done this with a measure of success. But my advice to you is to not do this thing. Stick to the ministry! Stick to it through thick and thin! Become enamored of its possibilities and thrilled with the realities of its present and eternal rewards. God
has called you. I believe this most fairly, and that belief is the basis of my exhortation. If you are assured that God has called you, then dismiss every other calling as belonging on an inferior plane and devote your time, talent, soul and strength to this noble and glorious work. Account every offer of promotion in other fields as temptations. Evaluate every trial and disappointment in this one as a promotion and as a sign that God is with you and for you. Give your undivided best to the work of preaching the gospel and winning men, to Christ.

"I am thinking of the time when you are old and your grandchildren are about your knees. I am thinking of the hour when you are dying and your life and labors are before you in full review. I am thinking of the judgment and of the place you shall occupy in heaven among the redeemed, and the light and prospect of all these times and places, I exhort you to seek to the sacred calling which is your hope and joy.

"You love your chosen profession and its passing is a sorrow to you, but it will be a greater joy in later life, in death, in judgment and in eternity to have been a mediocrity preacher than to have been at the head of the class in any other profession or calling.

"If you weather the storm for a while, the bitterness of your bereavement will pass and in the sincerity of your devotion to this holy calling you will find joy and blessing and consolation that is fuller than full. And since it takes the best there is in the very best of men to make even an ordinary preacher, there is room in the Christian ministry for the proper occupation of all your time and energies and cause in its purposes for the fullest sacrifice that you may ever be called to make."

---

EDITORIAL NOTES

We used to hear it said, "There is nothing new in theology," and if you have been keeping up with B. W. Miller on his "Current Revival of Ancient Errors," you are doubtless convinced that many supposed modern fads and cults have a musty and unsavory pedigree.

In his fight to be genuinely and deeply spiritual, the preacher will encounter many fierce foes. The very fact that he must read the Bible and say prayers and offer consolation and administer rebuke makes it easy for him to become a formalist. In fact, our association with preachers for almost thirty years has convinced us that the rank and file of preachers are clean, good men, and that the man of the world is so exceptional that he is marked by all. But the great want among us is the want of deep and genuine spirituality. And by this we do not mean simply emotion and noise and profession. We mean real ability to get the prayers through to God, and to preach with unction, and to labor and live in the joy of the Holy Ghost.

The annual vacation is becoming more and more general among preachers and it is a good thing. As a church member, we would rather our pastor would take his vacation religiously and fully; for we believe he will do us more good in eleven months with the good a vacation will do him than he will in twelve months without the vacation. Of course, vacation time is not practically a year off again, but it is not too early to think of it. Especially in accepting a call to a new church, be sure to mention the vacation idea and get the church to thinking. Even if it rejects the idea now, next year it may consider it more favorably.

A missionary in Latin America who receives The Preacher's Magazine writes a letter of appreciation to the editor. And that reminds us that there are a good many full salvation missionaries in foreign countries who would appreciate the Magazine more than those of us who have so much reading matter at hand possibly can. Wonder if some readers will not interest themselves in sending in one dollar to the publishers and ask that the Magazine be sent to some missionary acquaintance for the year 1929?

---

DAVID B. TOWNER

As a composer of music for gospel hymns, D. B. Towner has attained world-wide fame. He was a contemporary of Moody and Sankey, often assisting them in their meetings. Among the many songs for which he wrote the music are the following: "Trust and Obey," "Anywhere With Jesus," "Grace Is Greater Than Our Sin." Dr. Towner was born in Rome, Pennsylvania, March 5, 1850, and died in Chicago in his seventieth year. He was universally acknowledged as a musician of the first rank and a leader of unusual ability.
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THE CURRENT REVIVAL OF ANCIENT ERRORS

By Basil W. Miller

No. 6. Calvinism in the Twentieth Century

II. doctrine of predestination. In the four centuries, has held a central position in the dogmas of the Church. From the days of the first writings of the New Testament in biblical phraseology, predestination is that aspect of preordination whereby the salvation of the believer is taken to be effectuated in accordance with the will of God, who has called and elected him, in Christ, to eternal life. As to the cause of this election, and its grounds, the Church has been divided. The final statement of the doctrine, election and final perseverance was left for John Calvin to make in the sixteenth century. But the seeds of what was later termed Calvinism were sown by Augustine in the last of the fourth and the first part of the fifth centuries. In his commentary on St. Paul, he made the doctrine of predestination his foundation for special grace, emphasizing strongly the idea of divine sovereignty, declaring that God's choice is sovereign, and His call effectual where He wills. The idea of predestination was first introduced by Gottschalk, a monk of the ninth century, long after the predestination doctrine had received its first full and positive exposition. The doctrine as stated up to this time was that divine grace was irresistible, and God's preordination determined absolutely who were believers.

Up until the time of the Reformation the Church held fairly well to the doctrine of Augustine concerning this disputed point. At the Council of Trent Augustinianism was reaffirmed. But it was left for Calvin to crystallize the teaching of Augustine and of the intervening Fathers in predestination. This he did with much force and clarity in his "Institutio Religionis Christianae," written during his twenty-third and twenty-eighth year. His "Institutes" have set the pace for Calvinistic doctrine for the last four centuries. For him predestination was involved in election, and divine foreknowledge and foreordination were taken to be identical. He defined predestination as the eternal decree of God by which He had decided with Himself what is to become of each and every individual. Eternal life is foreordained for some, and eternal condemnation for others. He is forced to concede that this is a "horrible decree."

"Predestination," writes Calvina, "we call the eternal decree of God by which he hath determined in Himself what He would have to become of every individual of mankind. For they are not all created with similar dignity; but eternal life is foreordained for some and eternal damnation for others. Every man, therefore, being created for one or other of these ends, we say, he is predestinated, either to life or to death. In conformity, therefore, to the clear doctrine of the Scriptures, we assert, that by an eternal and immutable counsel, God hath once for all determined both whom he would admit to salvation, and whom he would condemn to destruction. We affirm that this counsel, as far as concerns the elect, is founded on His gratuitous mercy, totally irrespective of human merit, but that to those whom He devotes to condemnation, the gate of life is closed by a just and irreprehensible, but incomprehensible judgment. God seals His elect by vocation and justification, so by excluding the reprobate from knowledge of His name, and sanctification of His Spirit, he affords another indication of the judgment that awaits them." Calvin will not allow the future goodness of the elected, nor the badness of the reprobate, to have anything to do with their election or reprobation. By necessity he contends that sinning is laid upon the reprobate by the rule of God's election, and yet he denies that God is the author of sin.

In the first centuries of the Church the freedom of the human will was stressed, but as the conflicts came on with heresies the sovereignty of God was stressed until the idea of the freedom of the will was lost sight of, in order that the decrees of God might be taught to be final in their effects upon the race. At the time of Calvin's writing the freedom of the will was absolutely denied, and the will of God became immutably sovereign. God's decrees became final irrespective of human agency. This carried with it the necessity of election to final salvation, irrespective of the life of the individual, and to damnation eternal, whether or not the individual sought to live rightly. It also was wrapped up with the necessary tenet of infant salvation and infant damnation. Man was forced, by this metaphysical dogma of determinism, to become an automaton, whose will to achieve or to choose—to do or refrain from action, was bound by inexcusable fate and the unchanging decrees of God.

In the outworkings of this scheme of predestination, which had its roots in Augustine, and its full flower in Calvin—now termed Calvinism—there are five main tenets which through the years have characterized the dogma. These are: (1) Election, to salvation is unconditional, determined by naught but the will of God; (2) Grace from God in moving upon the heart is irresistible, and naught that man can do is able to turn the saving grace of God from being efficacious upon the soul; (3) The human will is bound by the decrees of God's will, or determined by fate as expressed philosophically; (4) The atonement is limited, making provision for the salvation only of the elected, and providing not for the salvation of the reprobate; and (5) The pretended that the Saints in reformed religion do not fear the consequences from the election or reprobation, for if a soul who ever is elected, naught that he shall ever do, will cause him to lose his status with God, he be damned.

Through the years there has been a gradual increasing of opposition to the stringent doctrine of predestination, which entirely eliminated the element of human freedom. In the early Church the doctrine of predestination was held with a semblance of freedom of the will, but with the crystallization of the dogma by Augustine, along with the final statement by Calvin, this element of freedom was eliminated. James Arminius, who died the martyr's death under the exacting tenets of Calvinism, Arminianism thus became an uprising against the Calvinistic doctrine of election and all else that goes with it. Arminius was a ripe scholar, who had traveled extensively, and had been a pupil of Beza, one of the early scholars who formed an edition of the Greek Testament. At first the Arminians were outnumbered among the teachers, clergy and scholars, but through the centuries they have gradually grown in power and influence, until at the present time Arminianism stands supreme in the field of theology, especially as concerns its teaching relative to the freedom of the will.

The creed of Arminius was set forth in the "Romanae," in 1610, addressed to the states of Holland. It consisted of five articles: 1. Election is conditional, and is dependent on the foreknowledge of faith; 2. The atonement is universal in the sense that it is intended, although not actually efficient, for all; 3. Men are unable to exercise saving faith or to do anything really good without regeneration through the Holy Spirit; 4. At every step grace of the spiritual life is indispensable, still it is not irresistible; 5. Final perseverance of all believers is doubtful. This last article later came to be stated that it was possible for the believers to fall finally from grace. This is seen to be an attempt to counterbalance Calvinism from the ethical standpoint. The Arminians admitted the foreknowledge of God, but denied the idea of foreordination as being dependent upon this foreknowledge.

With the Wesleyan revival Arminianism received a new emphasis as "Arminianism on fire." The only thought which the Wesleyan revival added to Arminianism was that of bringing out more clearly the idea of the freedom of the human will, and of the possibility of man so resisting divine grace that he will not be saved. It also emphasized the possibility of falling from grace. Some have trivially said that the Methodists (Wesleyans) believed in falling from grace of backsliding, and practiced it!

In the present series it is not our purpose to go into the details of refuting these several errors, merely to refer to their former refutation, and to point out their reappearance in the twentieth century. Calvinism was refuted first by the noble Arminius. Later Watton in his notable "Theological Institutes," which formed the standard of theological literature for the Methodist church for a century, followed by Wycliffe, who made an abridgment to the work of his predecessor, along with important additions, in his "Christian Theology," and Lee in his "Elements of Theology," furnished the chief refutations of Calvinism. These then gave way to the works of Hooker's "Elements of Divinity," and Molyneaux's "Systematic Theology." Poe in "A Compendium of Chris-
tian "Theology" gives a clear statement of the position of Arminianism along with its historical development. On the other hand, the writings of Hodge and of Shedd "Dogmatic Theology" with much clarity state the Calvinistic theology under its more modern terminology and viewpoints.

In passing several items must be noted concerning Calvinism. (1) Calvinism, as oftentimes stated and thought, is not a dead issue.

2. There is a modification of the dogmas of Calvinism since the days of its first final statement by John Calvin. The doctrine of infant damnation has at least been changed, or is long emphasized as strongly as before. The idea of the atonement being limited, while still held, is stated in such a manner that one must feel that there has been an atonement for the race, but the efficacious provisions are obtainable only by the elect.

3. The camp of orthodox Calvinism is divided into two distinct groups at present concerning this issue. Those of the Wesleyan belief, such as the Methodists and their various branches, hold to the scheme of Arminius, while the orthodox among the Baptists and Presbyterians still cling to Calvinism? Many times this is to a modified form of Calvinism. The remaining group, composed of modernists from the various faiths, rejects entirely the idea of an atonement, salvation by faith in Christ's death. Hence for them the thought of divine sovereignty is relegated to traditional theology, and natural laws take the place of Providence. For the freedom of the will, depending upon whether or not they are determinists or personalists, there is usually substituted the psychological principles of stimulation demanding a response, and of the will or the personality being a bundle of habits of neural discharge.

There are a number of distinct spheres in which Calvinism appears at present. Though there has been a gradual waning of the issue, still it is dominant in certain theological fields. If one would survey the field of Christian literature he would find at first the tendency of divine sovereignty and human freedom to exist together. By the time of Augustine, divine sovereignty was emphasized more strongly than human freedom. As the centuries passed the thought of freedom waned and predestination, or the sovereignty of God, increased as a dogmatic tenet, until by the time of Calvin the doctrine of freedom and the universality of the atonement was practically obscured by that of preordination. During the next half century there arose a protagonist of human freedom including the idea of a universal atonement; and since that time human freedom, and those doctrines included in the system of Arminius, have gained in power and influence, and there has been a corresponding weakening of the strongest dogmas of Calvinism. The present finds the field of Christian thought, outside of that occupied by modernists and liberalists, dominated by those who posit human freedom and a universal atonement. Even among Calvinists the idea of the atonement being limited and the will being bound does not carry the same comittation that did in the days of Calvin.

1. In the theological seminaries, where orthodox instructors teach theology, under the control of those denominations which cling to the Westminster Confession—which is the best statement of Calvinism at present—Calvinism appears. Those seminaries of the Baptist and the Presbyterian churches, which still remain orthodox, hold to a modernized form of Calvinism, concerning divine decrees, divine predestination, election to salvation, and the necessary correlative of a limited atonement. This can be said to be true of such seminaries as The Southern Baptist Seminary, Princeton Theological Seminary, New York Theological Seminary, Rochester Seminary, The Western Theological Seminary and the Pittsburgh Theological Seminary. The control of such institutions is that of denominations which have laid their roots in the theological background of Calvinism, and where such still remain true to an orthodox interpretation of the Holy Scriptures their dogmas are likewise Calvinistic. In this connection it might be well to note again the limitations mentioned above. Infragamation, a narrow, limited atonement, and determinism in human freedom are so modified as to fit into the scheme of present day thinking. Due to the many attacks upon the more stringent, or older Calvinism as Shedd refers to it, Calvinists were forced to modify their positions with regard to the atonement. But where they have declared for a universal atonement as concerns the price paid for redemption, as noted above, they are unwilling to admit that, God calls all to receive or to be partakers of this universal atonement.

This amounts to the same as a limited atonement.

One has but to run through hastily such theologies as Strong's, the memorable Baptist theology for long a time president of Rochester Seminary, Hodge's, the Princeton professor of theology, Shedd's, formerly professor of theology at Union Theological Seminary, whose "History of Dogmatics" is a classic on the subject, to find how strong the Calvinistic element still predominates. President Mullin's, president of Southern Baptist Theological Seminary, "Christianity in its Doctrinal Expression" treats systematic theology entirely from the Calvinistic standpoint. In the study of theology at the present time one cannot go far afield by being thoroughly grounded in Arminian theology before he undertakes a study of such works as mentioned above. It is easy for one to be led astray in his theological thinking if he studies only Calvinistic theologies. If one seeks a clear statement of the atonement from the Arminian viewpoint it can be gained better by a perusal of the works of Milroy, or Watson (though such are now out of date) or Pepe, than from the works of Hodge, Shedd or Strong. If one would desire a clear distinction between the views of Calvinism and Arminianism on this subject it can be had in Hodge's "Atonement." At every point where any thought of Arminianism or Wesleyanism is liable to appear the writer is careful to warn the reader of it, and its dangers, as he terms it.

Until the theologies from the seminaries orthodox, in the field of modernism the problem is not that of Arminianism or Calvinism, but a clear denial of the supernatural are entirely rewritten, Calvinism must remain a tenet of modern theology. It may wane in practice, or be reformed to only slightly in the pulpit, still as a theological dogma it will be taught. It might be reclothed in newer theology to suit the modern developments of the field of psychology, still it remains as Calvinism. In the realm of modernism the doctrines of Calvin as restated by such later writers as Beza, Turretin, Owen, Hodge, Strong and Shedd, are cast aside as quickly as though of Arminius, Wesley, Watson or Shedd. The main point of contention between the two schools of theological thinking is that of the nature of divine decrees. For Calvinists divine decrees are eternal, universal, immutable and unconditional or absolute. They affirm that such decrees afford the only basis of God's foreknowledge. They make the decrees the conditioning cause of the foreknowledge, while Arminians emphasize human freedom and eliminate the absolute immutability of divine decrees. They make the foreknowledge of God to be caused by the acts of human freedom, and not human acts to be the immutable results of God's foreknowledge or predestination. In making a comparison of the theologies of the two schools it is well for one to carry this thought with him. Calvinists urge the immutability of divine decrees; and Arminian theologians stress human freedom. Since some are not certain of how Calvinistic theologians assert that they are damned by God's predestination or decrees; while the Arminians assert that they are lost due to their own choice of sin and evil.

As a practical issue this may be a dying one, but as an item in systematic theologies and among theological writers and teachers it is still the field of contention. It is true that Arminians, as well as Calvinists, must rewrite their theologies in terms of modern errors and the modern offspring of ancient errors, instead of dwelling upon the ancient place so much as is done at present. Shedd in his "Dogmatic Theology" wrote largely on the history of the past and not upon the remaining material from the history of doctrine. He states his position thus: "It is his conviction that there were some minds in the former ages of Christianity called by Providence to do a work that will never be outgrown and left behind by the Christian Church. In drawing from these earlier sources the writer believes that systematic theology will be made both more truthful and more vital..." If an author in any department gets into the eddies of his age, and whirls round and round in them, he knows little of the sweep of the vast stream of the ages which holds on its ways forever and forevermore." ("Dogmatic Theology," Vol. 1, v. 11.) While this is true still the modern problems are not those of the past. With the historical background well laid, it is necessary for Arminians to combat present-day issues from the modern standpoint.

To meet the challenge of the recent Calvinistic divines in the field of systematic theology Arminianism has as yet in this century produced no outstanding theologian. Strong's "Systematic Theology" is a masterpiece (though he speaks of it as but a commonplace book for common-
place thinkers) and is the result of the present century. Arminians to place by the side of this notable work are called to use such books as those of Miley, Ralston, Lee, Wakefield, or the earlier Watson. This age demands a champion of the tenets of Wesleyan theology, who shall defend first, the authenticity and credibility of the Scriptures, as the source of Christian theology, against modernism, the existence and attributes of God against evolutionary naturalism, the duty of Jesus Christ against modernists in evangelical Christianity and Unification, the personality of the Holy Spirit against that body of the Church which denies Him personality and makes Him but an influence, the fact of the atonement against modernists, and the universality of the atonement against modern Calvinists, the fall of man and the necessity for salvation by faith in the atoning blood of Christ against evolutionary liberals who deny man's fall and the necessity of salvation other than by good works, the fact and nature of total depravity against the large school of thinkers in the various churches who by denying this, thus eliminating the necessity of conversion and especially of sanctification, and finally the reality of future rewards and punishments against those who deny the spell of naturalism, as resulting from evolutionary materialism who affirm that death ends life, and that immortality is but a dream.  

2. Calvinism appears in the twentieth century in the pulpit of many churches which hold to this doctrine. Many of the Presbyterian and Baptist churches do not have a great deal to say with reference to the doctrines of Calvin in their preaching and practical writings. But on the other hand, in the Southern Baptist Church it is most common for one to hear the plea, "Once in grace, always in grace." In preaching and in devotional literature not much stress is placed upon the limited atonement, but the dogma of the perseverance of saints or the elect is stressed. It is oftentimes said in such pulpits that it matters not how far one may go in sin, after he is elected or converted by divine grace, in the end he will finally be saved. From the practical standpoint this is the most erroneous phase of the doctrine. For it will sanction sin, under the plea that God will save him to the end, he will finally be saved irrespective of what he may do after his election to saving grace. This form of Calvinism likewise stresses the doctrine that it is impossible for one to live a holy life, as taught by Wesleyanism. Offtimes among such people one is told, "There is none that doeth good, no not one." When worked out in everyday life, it sets a very low standard of personal piety for the individual. It is also liable, under the plea of determinism or predestination, to permit one to live a life of sin, saying that it is of no use to try to be any better.  

Possibly from the standpoint of the pulpit as setting the standard of life and personal piety for the lathy the idea of a lack of human freedom, which results in a lack of human responsibility, is the greatest danger of Calvinism. One rightly argues that if he is preordained to act as he does, then his personal freedom is a chimera, and if he is not free in his choices, neither can he be held responsible for his acts of deeds. In the practical workings of modern Calvinism this tendency toward determinism which results in human or moral irresponsibility is most marked. One can find modern Calvinism in the average Presbyterian church, though the minister has often heard from those who have any special reference to such doctrine, by questioning the minister concerning his theological tenets or the doctrines of the church.

3. Another outstanding feature of Calvinism in its modern garb may be found in psychological determinism. The school of modern behaviorists in psychology is determinist. It may not be thus because of its relations to Calvinism, but from the standpoint of those philosophical principles basic to Calvinism, behaviorism posits the fact that man has no personal freedom, but his actions are the direct result of his past and present stimulation.  

In conclusion: Whatever way one looks in an modern theological thinking he is forced to admit the existence of a staunch Calvinism, which, whether it be modified or not, or clothed in a modern garb, remains nevertheless Calvinism—that of the Reformation and of the Westminster Confession, prepared in 1648. As a theological issue the stringent dogmas of Calvin might have been softened by contacts with Arminianism during the past century, but they are discovered in the religious thinking of the Church at present. Arminianism in its belief as concerns the doctrines of the Church, we are forced to affirm that Calvinism, in either its ancient or more recent cloaks, falls short of the teachings of the Scriptures on the following issues: (1) election to salvation is determined by the free choice of man after saving grace has been applied to his heart which grace is free to all who will receive it; (2) grace is not irresistible; the heart of man, after having been brought to conviction, and freely made a way of escape from sin through the atonement, is able to reject the offer of salvation: acceptance or rejection of salvation is within the grasp or possibility of every man; (3) the human will in the final essence of choice is free, constrained not by the determinate will of God, nor moved by the neurotic mechanism of the brain—man is free to choose right or wrong; (4) an atonement was made by the shedding of the blood of Christ whereby all men may be saved—which is universal in extent, not only as being generally made for all, but efficacious for the salvation of all who believe on the Lord Jesus Christ through their own free volition; and (5) it is possible for the believer, the truly elect, to so live that he loses his status as a elect, falls from grace, and finally to be lost. This is the essence of the contention between Arminianism and Calvinism—human freedom on one hand and divine sovereignty on the other, a universal atonement as against a limited one.

In the practical field of Wesleyan churches, there is not a great demand for the urging of a doctrinal statement against Calvinism; but from the theological angle, it is urgent, for in the field of theology, Calvinism is met at every turn, not merely as a passive dogma, but as a militant doctrine. From the technical standpoint, Dr. A. M. Hills was correct in the writing of his "Systematic Theology", while from the point of the average church worker the call for such an extensive treatment of the subject of the differences of Arminianism and Calvinism was not urgent. There is a distinction between dogmas and life, philosophical principles and daily practice, metaphysical laws and work-a-day living; still it is difficult to separate one's doctrine from his living, and one's theology from one's preaching and church practices.

Let us then conclude as before, the modern church demands a knowledge of the historical background of theology; so that errors of the past, which were thought to be so dangerous and hazardous to the life of Christendom, may be known, and their relations learned; also that when such erroneous dogmas and heresies appear at present they may be traced to their origin and their dangerous tendencies marked and understood. Only in such a course is the future progress and existence of "the faith unaltered" assured. A church well grounded in theology is one which is staunch in defending the faith; but one without a theology is an organism which at will can be led astray. Note that those churches which have been the strongest in their affirmation of Arminianism, or of a true dogmatic interpretation of the doctrines of the Bible, have been the last to yield to the inroads of modernism. The same is true of those which have held to their doctrines of Calvinism with a tenacious grip. A true doctrine is a safeguard against a false one. The church which yielded to modernism was the church which had lost her theology. In spite of the many faults of Romanism, with its fixed doctrines it has kept liberal theology from its ranks; while a creedsless Protestantism has yielded to the attacks of modern anti-supernaturalism, and the result is that the church has lost its belief in the sacredness and inspiration of the Bible. Give us a theology that we might have a Bible.

PITTSBURGH, PA.

A FEW PRAYER MEETING TEXTS

"The Lord hath need of him" (Luke 14:34).

"Take from him the pound, and give it to him that hath ten pounds" (Luke 19:24).

"And he leaping up stood, and walked, and entered with them into the temple, walking, and leaping, and praising God." (Acts 3:8).

"And in the morning as they passed by, they saw the fig tree dried up from the roots." (Mark 11:20).

"Have faith in God" (Mark 11:22).

"Then did they spit in his face, and buffeted him; and others smote him with the palms of their hands." (Matthew 27:67).

"Men that have hazardeth their lives for the name of our Lord Jesus Christ" (Acts 5:29).

"To give you an inheritance among all them which are sanctified" (Acts 20:32).

"The will of the Lord be done" (Acts 21:14).
DEVOTIONAL

PASTORAL THEOLOGY

By A. M. Hills

Chapter VII. The Minister in his Study

(Continued)

What He Shall Study: 2 Timothy 2:15-16; R. V. gives: "Give diligence to present thyself approved unto God, a workman that needeth not to be ashamed handling aright the word of truth, but shun profane babblings."

The great apostle was writing a pastoral epistle to his dearest and most promising young preacher. Four points are prominent in the few words we have quoted:

1. Study God's Word.
2. Get God's approval in the use you make of it.
3. Expound it correctly in your preaching.
4. Shun the profane babblings of false teachers.

This is the life-long work of a minister comprised in these few principles. What then shall a minister occupy his mind with in his study?

I. We say, without the slightest mental reservation: The minister's chief study should be the Word of God, the Holy Bible. This is the preacher's Book of all books; his authoritative Text Book on divine law; on holy living; on the needs of man; his only guide to salvation; his textbook in theology; his fountain of truth for preaching. In short, it is the one inspired Book to live by; and to die by, the infallible guide to heaven.

II. There are many ways to study the Bible.

1. There is the old-fashioned way of reading it through by course, again and again.
2. You can study it with the aid of commentaries by books.
3. You can study it by words and phrases, with the help of a concordance.
4. You can study it doctrinally, by the aid of systematic theologies. As God's nature and attributes; the deity of Christ; the Trinity; the atonement; justification; sanctification; inspiration of Scripture, etc. It would be well to unite the first method with any or all the others.

A continuous, daily reading of the Bible by course is most profitable, whatever other method you may pursue. Thus your mental being will be filled, saturated with the language, thought and spirit of the Book. It will become the very atmosphere of your life.

"The minister who has laid hold, as a living fact, of this one thought of the pre-eminent importance of being deeply imbued, both with the letter and the Spirit of the Word of God, is already mighty for his work. Look at the Bible. The pastor has to do with it at every point of his work. He must come to it in everything he undertakes. He is nothing without it. It is all in all to him in his office. It is more to him than any—all—other books that were ever penned. The Bible contains his credentials as an ambassador of Jesus Christ. It is the message which he is appointed to reiterate with all fervor to his fellow-men. It is the treasury from which he can ever draw the riches of divine truth. It is the Urim and Thummim to which he has constant access, and from which he can learn, the mind of Jehovah with all clearness. It is the audience chamber where he will be received into the presence of the Lord and hear words of more than earthly wisdom. It is the armor from which he can be clothed with the pinions of salvation. It is the sword of the Spirit before which no enemy can possibly stand. It is his Book of instructions wherein the great duties of his office are clearly defined. The chief rules of his sacred art are here. There is nothing which it is essential for him to know but is revealed here, either in express terms, or in inferences which are easily studied out. It is a mine of sacred wealth for the clergyman, the abundance of which he cannot exhaust. The deeper he goes, the richer and more unbounded will its treasures appear." (Dr. Thomas Murphy, "Pastoral Theology," pp. 113-114.)

"The words of Scripture are the words of God, and are therefore suited in the highest degree to awaken the consciences of men. He who speaks them readily and freely in his public discourses is generally considered by his hearers as speaking with authority from God, and besides this a divine union and power peculiarly attends truly scriptural preaching. . . . The liveliest preachers," says Dr. J. W. Alexander, "are those who are most familiar with the Bible without note or comment, and we frequently find them among men whom we have heard the better than that of the common school. It was this which gave such animation to the vivid books and discourses of the Puritans."

"You will find," says Bishop Simpson, "that men the most eminent for usefulness, have been the closest students of the divine Word. Some of these knew not little about the Bible. It is the practice and experience of preachers to draw the most eloquent sermons which the greatest inspired orator ever uttered has but one. The secret is, he used God's Word more than his own." (Hogg's "Pastoral Theology," pp. 308-309.)

Melanchthon, one of the most learned, as well as one of the most holy and spiritual divines of the Reformaion period, and one of its greatest theologians, recommended as the first requisite to the study of theology, a familiarity with the text of the sacred Scriptures, and in order to this stated that they should be read daily, both morning and evening.

Martin Luther said, "The Bible is the only book, to which all the books in the world are but waste paper." Daniel Webster, our immortal statesman and expounder of the Constitution, wrote, "The older I grow and the more I read the Holy Scriptures, the more reverence I have for them, and the more convinced I am that they are not only the best guide for the conduct of this life, but the foundation of all our hope respecting a future state of existence."

John Milton, England's great poet and statesman wrote, "There are no songs comparable to the songs of Zion, no orations equal to those of the prophets, and no poetry like those which the Scriptures teach."

Cancen Ferrer, the eloquent champion of Queen Victoria, wrote, "Its words speak to the ear and heart as no other music will, even after wild and sinful lives, for in the Holy Scriptures you find the secrets of eternal life, and 'they are they that testify' of Jesus Christ."

Chaucer's "M. Depew, the famous lawyer, U. S.

THE PREACHER'S MAGAZINE

THE PREACHER'S MAGAZINE
Chapter VII. The Minister in his Study (Continued)

What He Shall Study: 2 Timothy 2:15-16; R. V. "... to present thyself approved unto God, a workman that needeth not to be ashamed handling aright the word of truth, but shun profane babblings."

The great apostle was writing a pastoral epistle to his dearest and most promising young preacher. Four points are prominent in the few words we have quoted:
1. Study God's Word.
2. Get God's approval in the use you make of it.
3. Expose it correctly in your preaching.
4. Shun the profane babblings of false teachers.

This is the life-long work of a minister committed to four great duties.

What shall a minister occupy his mind with in his study?

I. We say, without the slightest mental reservation: The minister's chief study should be the Word of God, the Holy Bible. This is the preacher's Book of all books; his authoritative textbook on divine law; on holy living; on the needs of man; his only guide to salvation; his textbook in theology; his fountain of truth for preaching. In short, it is the one inspired Book to live by, and to die by; the infallible guide to heaven.

II. There are many ways to study the Bible. There is the old-fashioned way of reading it through by course, again and again.

You can study it with the aid of commentaries by books.

You can study it by words and phrases, with the help of a concordance.

You can study it doctrinally, by the aid of systematic theology. As God's nature and attributes; the deity of Christ; the trinity; the atonement; justification; sanctification; inspiration of Scripture, etc. It would be well to unite the first method with any or all the others.

A continual, daily reading of the Bible by course is most profitable, whatever other method you may be pursing. Thus your mental being will be filled, saturated with the language, thought and spirit of the Book. It will become the very atmosphere of your life.

"The minister who has laid hold, as a living fact, at one time of the pre-eminent import of being deeply imbued, both with the letter and the Spirit of the Word of God, is already mighty for his work. Look at the Bible. The pastor has to do with it at every point of his work. He must come to it in everything he undertakes. He is nothing without it. It is all in all to him in his office. It is more to him than any—all other books that were ever penned. The Bible contains his credentials as an ambassador of Jesus Christ. It is the message which he is appointed to reiterate with all fervor to his fellow-men. It is the treasury from which he can ever draw the riches of divine truth. It is the Urim and Thummim to which he has constant access, and from which he can learn the mind of Jehovah with all clearness. It is the audience-room where he will be received into the presence of the Lord and hear words of more than earthly wisdom. It is the armory from which he can be clothed with the panoply of salvation: It is the sword of the Spirit before which no enemy can possibly stand. It is his book of instructions wherein the great duties of his office are clearly defined. The chief rules of his sacred art are here. There is nothing which it is essential for him to know but is revealed here, either in express terms, or in inferences which are easily studied out. It is a mine of sacred wealth for the clergyman, the abundance of which he can never exhaust. The deeper he goes, the richer and more unbounded will its treasures appear." (Dr. Thomas Murphy, "Pastoral Theology," pp. 112-113).

"The words of Scripture are the words of God, and are therefore suited in the highest degree to awaken the consciences of men. He who quotes them readily and freely is in his public discourses is generally considered by his hearers as speaking with authority from God, and besides this a divine unction and power peculiarly attends truly scriptural preaching. . . . The liveliest preachers," says Dr. J. W. Alexander, "are those who are most familiar with the Bible without note or comment, and we frequently find them among men who have hard evidence better than that of the common school. It was this which gave such animation to the vivid books and discourses of the Puritans."

"You will find," says Bishop Simpson, "that men the most eminent for usefulness, have been the closest students of the divine Word. Some of them knew but little else. Out of the Bible and his own experience Huygen drew the wonderful story of the Pilgrim's Progress," which has probably a hundred readers, where the most eloquent sermon that the greatest inspired orator ever uttered has but one. The secret is, he used God's Word more than his own." (Hogg's "Pastoral Theology," pp. 308-309).

"Melanchthon, one of the most learned, as well as one of the most holy and spiritual divines of the Reformation period, and one of its greatest theologians, recommended as the first requisite to the study of theology, a familiarity with the text of the first five books, and in order to this said that they should be read daily, both morning and evening."

Martin Luther said, "The Bible is the only book, to which all the books in the world are but waste paper." Daniel Webster, our immortal statesman and exponent of the Constitution, wrote, "The charter and the more I read the Holy Scriptures, the more reverence I have for them, and the more convinced I am that they are not only the best guide for the conduct of this life, but the foundation of all our hope respecting a future state of existence."

John Milton, England's great poet and statesman wrote, "There are no songs comparable to the songs of Zion, no orations equal to those of the prophets, and no politics like, those which the Scriptures teach."

Canon Foster, the eloquent ex-chancellor of Queen Victoria, wrote, "Its words speak to the ear and heart as no other music will, even after wild and sinful lives, for in the Holy Scriptures you find the secrets of eternal life, and they are they that testify of Jesus Christ."

Chaucer's "The Legend of Good Women," the famous lawyer, U. S. senator, and railroad president, said in a speech before the Nineteenth Century Club of New York, "There is no liberty that lasts in the world; and there is no government which has liberty in it that lasts, that does not recognize the Bible. I say now that the Christian faith of my mother is good enough for me."

Sir Matthew Hale, Chief Justice of England, said, "There is no book but the Bible, for excellent learning, wisdom and use."

Edmund Burke, one of England's immortal statesmen, said, "I have read the Bible morning, noon and night, and am a happier and better man for such reading."

Now if this one Book makes such an impression upon the kings and princes of the earth, in all walks of life, surely it is worth while for the ministry to study it with a prayerful interest and teachable spirit so long as they live. It is peculiarly the preacher's book, because, as someone has written, "This Book contains the mind of God, the state of man, the way of salvation, the doom of the sinner, and the happiness of believers. Its doctrines are holy, its precepts are binding, its histories are true, and its decisions are immutable. Read it to be wise, believe it to be safe, and practice it to be holy. It contains light to direct you, food to support you and comfort to cheer you. It is the traveler's map, the pilgrim's staff, the pilot's compass, the soldier's sword, and the Christian's charter. Here heaven is opened, and the gates of hell disclosed, Christ is its grand subiect, our good its design, and the glory of God its end. It should fill the memory, rule the heart, and guide the feet. Read it frequently, regularly, thoughtfully, prayerfully. It is a mine of wealth, a river of pleasure, a paradise of glory. It is given you in life, will be opened at the judgment, and be remembered forever. It involves the highest responsibility, rewards the greatest labor, and condemns all who make light of, or trifle with its sacred contents."

The famous Dr. Wilfred T. Grenfell, an Oxford man, says, "A thorough knowledge of the Bible is a better education than a full university course without it."

It remains for us to name some of the books that will throw light on the Scriptures and scriptural interpretation. We would not assume to make a complete list of all books that might prove useful to a minister. We are writing largely for students preparing for the ministry.
Habitually Late
Not a few preachers drift into the unfortunate habit of being late. They have no regularity in their ministerial activities. They are at fault, but do not seem to know it. They are late in beginning the Sunday services; late at Sunday school; late to church meetings; late to committee meetings; late to their meals; scarcely ever on time. Their lateness is cutting and soon nearly everyone is late, and the church suffers, all because the preacher is seldom on time. Brother preacher, cultivate the habit of promptness. Begin on time and close on time, and a new atmosphere will permeate your life and the life of the church.

Promped by the Grace of Christ
Dr. Russell H. Connell once told this true story to illustrate the grace of Christ as it appears in human lives. At Franklin, Pa., an old minister lived with his daughter and her husband, and it was a great sorrow to him and to his daughter that he was thus dependent on his son-in-law. Finally the old minister went down to Texas and earned a piece of land, on which oil was discovered that made him very rich. He had not told his daughter of the good news, and one day he came back to Franklin in the same old and ragged attire he had worn when he left, saying that he could not work any more, and asking if they would take care of him for the rest of his life. He was received cheerfully, and told that, though they had less than when he went away, they would gladly share with him whatever he could bring. He could keep up the pretense no longer, but told them that thereafter they should live in a fine house and ride in an automobile.

The kindness and patience of that daughter and her husband were the outworkings of the grace of Christ. Without Him, they could not have shown such graciousness. Wherever He lives, His grace lives, His love, His helpfulness, His forbearance.

Adding Fuel to the Flame
When thou art offended or annoyed by others, suffer not thy thoughts to dwell thereon, or on anything relating to them. For example: "that they ought not to have treated thee; who they are, or whom they think to themselves, to be, or the like; for all this is fuel and kindling of wrath, anger, and hatred."—L. Scovel.

A sponge to wipe out the past, a rose to make the present fragrant, and a kiss to salute the future.—ARABAN PINKER.

The Master’s Touch
"He touched her hand and the fever left her;" he touched her hand as He only can, With the wondrous skill of the Great Physician. With the tender touch of the Son of Man. And the fever pain in the throbbing temples Died out with the flush on brow and cheek, And the grip that had been so parched and burning Trembled with thanks that she could not speak; And the eyes when the fever light had faded Looked up, by her grateful tears made dim. And she rose and ministered in her household, She rose and ministered unto Him.

"He touched her hand and the fever left her;" Oh, we need His touch on our fevered hands, The cool, still touch of the Man of Sorrows, Who knows us and loves us and understands. So many a life is one long fever, A fever of never-swept and care, A fever of getting, a fever of fretting, A fever of hurrying here and there, Ah, what if in winning the praise of others We mix at the last, the King’s "Well done," If our self-sought tasks in the Master’s vineyard Yield nothing but leaves at the set of sun.

"He touched her hand and the fever left her;" Oh blessed touch of the Man divine! So beautiful then to rise and serve Him When the fever is gone from your life and mine; It may be the fever of restless serving With heart all thirsty for love and praise; And eyes all aching and straining with yearning Toward self-set goals in the future days.

Or it may be a fever of spirit-sickness, Some tempest of sorrow that does not drown Till the cross at last is in magnific spell And the head bows low for the thorny crown.

Or it may be a fever of pain and anger, When the wounded spirit is hard to bear, And only the Lord can draw forth the arrows, Left carelessly, cruelly ranking there. Whatever the fever His touch can heal, Whatever the tempest His voice can still, There is only joy as we seek His pleasure, There is only rest as we choose His will: And some day after life’s fatal fever I think we shall say in the home on high, If the hands that He touched but old His bidding, How little it mattered what she went by.

Ah, Lord, Thou knowest us altogether, Each heart’s sore sickness, whatever it be, "Touch Thou our hands, bid the fever leave us, And so shall we minister unto Thee."—AUTHOR UNKNOWN.

Turn on the Light
Amos R. Wells, commenting upon the text, "When I sit in darkness, Jehovah will be a light unto me" (Micah 7:7-10):... Bishop G. F. Browne reached a half old age, and was asked by a newspaper editor to give his rules for the continued health and strength which he had attained. He gave the following list: (1) To have had healthy parents: (2) to have been brought up in the country; (3)— "When things look black at night, Turn on the electric light."

Rule No. 1 is beyond our reach for ourselves, but we may heed it for our children. Rule No. 2 may also be out of the question for us, but we can at least spend a part of every day outdoors. But Rule No. 3 is easily managed by all, and it is the most important of the three. It means, "Stop worrying." It signifies, "Don’t look on the dark side of things. Light is at hand. Get up and turn it on in the room with brightness. Flood your life with good cheer!"

Not every house is supplied with electric light, but every soul may instantly receive the electric current from the Light of the world. Prayer is the button, easily turned. Faith is the wire quickly stretched.

We Would See Jesus
The Congregationalists of England are probably the most modern and progressive in thought of all evangelical Christians. A select body of eighty of their leaders some time back held the second annual conference at Mansfield College, Oxford. For four days this picked body of theological thinkers discussed the subject of "Authority in Religion." Summarizing the conference Dr. R. F. Horton, the chairman said, “We have been led in a most remarkable way by almost every speaker to see distinctly that the authority in religion for us is Jesus Christ. Almost every speaker has brought us in contact with the living Christ. It is an experience we must not and we cannot forget.”

Morning Prayer
I ought to pray before seeing any one. Often when I sleep long, or meet with others early, it is eleven or twelve o’clock before I begin secret prayer. This is a wretched system. It is unscriptural. Christ arose before day and went into a solitary place. David says, "Early will I seek thee; '"Thou shalt hear early in the morning;" Family prayer loses much of its power and sweetness, and I can do no good to those who come to seek from me. The conscience feels guilty, the soul unquiet, the lamp untrimmmed. I feel it far better to begin with God—to see His face first, to get my soul near Him before it is near another.—McClench.

"And in the morning, rising up a great while before day, he went out, and departed into a solitary place, and there prayed."

Perpetual Light from the Bible
A well-known preacher said recently, "A generation of Christians unacquainted with the Scriptures would soon cease to be Christian." This places the value of the Bible on a new ground. It was not only necessary in the past but it is absolutely essential for the future if the knowledge, of God which comes to us through the prophets and Jesus is to be kept alive in human experience. This fact is worth reflecting upon. The contiguity of Christian faith and practice is the greatness and the charm of the Bible as the means of revelation. It is like the telescope or the microscope as instruments used daily in scientific observation. What a scientist saw in 1648 is valuable as a matter of record; but what a living person sees today is of even greater
importance. The succession of observers must be continuous, and the instruments must be kept in constant use. To let them become rusty and dusty is to work mischief to vital religion.—Zion's Herald.

"Other Sheep Have I: them also Must I Bring."

The Christian Advocate, New York, says, the International Missionary Council at Jerusalem gave forth this noble utterance on religions other than Christian:

"We regret to think that just because in Jesus Christ the light which lighteth every man shine forth in its full splendor, we find rays of that same light where He is unknown; or even rejected.

"We welcome every noble quality in non-Christian persons or systems as further proof that the Father, who sent His Son into the world, has nowhere left Himself without witness.

"Thus, merely to give illustration, and making no attempt to estimate the spiritual value of other religions to their adherents, we recognize as part of the thought of Christ:

"That sense of the majesty of God, and the consequent reverence in worship, which are conspicuous in Islam.

"The deep sympathy for the world's sorrow and the unfailing search for the way of escape, which are at the heart of Buddhism.

"The desire for contact with ultimate reality conceived as spiritual, which is prominent in Hinduism.

"The belief in a moral order of the universe and consequent insistence on moral conduct, which are inscribed by Confucianism.

"The disinterested pursuit of truth and of human welfare which are often found in those who stand for secular civilisation but do not accept Christ as their Lord and Saviour.

"We call on the followers of non-Christian religions to join us in the study of Jesus Christ, His place in the life of the world and His power to satisfy the human heart; to hold fast in faith the unseen and eternal in face of the growing materialism of the world; to co-operate with us against all the evils of secularism; to respect freedom of conscience so that men may confess Christ without separation from home and friends; and to declare that all the good of which men have conceived is fulfilled and secured in Christ.

To serve thy generation, this thy fate;
"Written in water," swiftly lades the name;
But he who loves his kind does, first and last.
A work too great for fame.—Mary Crolley.

From Small Beginnings

Everything has a beginning. The beginnings are usually very small. Culture and education are not reached in a day or a year. The giant oak springs from an acorn and takes centuries to develop.

"None of us is strong all at once, either in body or spirit. The Scriptures say of John the Baptist, 'And the child grew, and waxed strong in spirit.' He had to start as a weaning as the rest of us. He had to begin with little things, and go on slowly to greater and greater things, until he was strong enough to rebuke a king, and to wear the martyr's hexy but glorious crown.

Let none of us complais of this common necessity of growth, and wish that we might leap at once to the top of our powers, without passing through the tedious process of trial and failure and trial again.

God knows best in this matter. He has His reasons, none of which we can learn, while others are hidden for the present. Emma Herrick Weed has expressed the truth in a beautiful poem:

He might have stood the cedars on the hills.
The strong night watchman by the sounding sea,
Without the tardy growth from slender spires.
To the crowned heads against the sunset fires.
But other plans had He.

He might have placed His children on a height,
Strong men for God, His mission to fulfill,
Without the upward climb, the baffled light,
The halting step slow mounting toward the light:
But such was not His will.

"It pleased Him that in nature or in grace,
Seed-sown or soul, toward Him should all things grow:
Reaching, aspiring, from beginnings small,
Till the sweet day when Christ is all in all,
And we His will shall know."

Subjects of Sermons for Young People

The young man and his strength.
The young woman and her graces.
The young man and his enemies.
The young people and their power.
The young woman and her work.

Not Prophets but Pack-Horses

Ten years ago Dr. W. Robertson Nicoll, writing in The British Weekly, of which he was editor, lamented the passing of great preachers such as Spurgeon, Parker and Liddon. Dr. Nicoll felt at that time, and he would feel more strongly if he were alive today, that our ministers waste their energies on one hundred and one causes of secondary interest, and that they do not live in an atmosphere conducive to great and prophetic utterances. Ministers are pack-horses today, bearing denominational and kingdom burdens quite sufficient for their strength apart from their pulpit work. They are roundly criticized because denominational causes are often in a mess. What ought to be done? Why, our hymn ought to do three-fourths of the denominational work that is now done by our ministers. Our ministers ought to give themselves to the study of God's Word and prayer. We shall never have great preachers until this is the case. Too many of our pastors count their sermons a small part of their ministry, and those who hear these sermons agree with them. The fact about the matter is that many of our pastors abhor the study and live in the limelight of organisation work.—The Workman's Expositor.

From 1914 to 1935

Some of the Things the War Did

Killed men, women and children.

Devastated countries.

Spread diseases.

Demolished towns.

Squandered money.

Broke the home. Squandered life savings.

Hindered social reform.

Lowered the standard of living.

Some of the Things the League of Nations Has Done

Prevented five wars.

Brought home from Russia 427,000 prisoners of war.

Fought typhus in Poland.

Saved Austria from bankruptcy.

Settled nearly a million Greek refugees on the land.

Helped Russian refugees.

Helped Armenian refugees.

Settled the dispute in Upper Silesia.

Settled the dispute about Mosul.

Some of the Things the League of Nations Is Doing

 Suppressing slavery.

 Suppressing the White Slave Traffic.

 Suppressing the Opium Traffic.

 Protecting natives in Asia, Africa and the Pacific.

 Trying to reduce armaments.

 Helping trade recovery.

 Stamping out malaria.

 Trying to cure cancer, sleeping sickness and tuberculosis.

 Working for better conditions in industry.

 Trying to establish the eight-hour day.

 Saving Hungary from bankruptcy.

 Helping disabled ex-service men.

 Improving conditions for sailors.

 Combating sweating labor in the East.

 The League is organizing peace so as to abolish war.—From The Brotherhood Outlook.
HOMILETICAL

DEADLY SIN, AND ITS COMPLETE REMEDY
By A. M. HILLS.

TEXT: "The soul that sinneth, it shall die" (Ezek. 18:4).

"If ye confess our sins, he is faithful and just to forgive us our sins, and to cleanse us from all unrighteousness" (1 John 1:9).

Sin is the most troublesome thing in the universe. It grieves heaven, ruins earth and fills hell. It destroys our cities, our nations, our civilizations. Archaeologists are perpetually digging up the ruins of dead empires. The German historian, Niebuhr, declared that no nation ever perished save by its own sin. Yes, it is sin only, that rolls a vast gulf-stream of woes across the empire of God forever.

I. Notice, that the devil induces people to make light of sin. Sin is popular. Sinners play with their tempters, boast of their wickedness, and glory in their shame. Even church members are often victims of this insane folly. They smile complacently at their shortcomings, and boast of them. They even put it into their creeds and confessionals that sin is a necessity. What! sin a necessity! when every God-given conscience condemns it, and a holy God forbids it, as wholly needless, and threatens the sinner with damnation who commits it? Out on such unconvincing theology! It was inspired by the devil, and came from the bottomless pit! It is "fools that thus make a mock at sin!"

We might observe in passing, that if that which is called sin is a necessity, then it is no longer sin. It may be a sad mistake to be greatly deplored, but certainly sin it is not. That must be the verdict of every right conscience. If the so-called evil deed cannot be bad, and really, then no blame attaches to the doing of it.

II. According to New Testament lexicons, and all sound interpretation of Scripture, sin exists in two modes. First, it is a voluntary act, when it is defined as "error, offense, sin." Second, as a sinful state, defined as, "the principle of sin, that caused our transgressions." This second kind of sin, the derogation of the moral nature, is the fertile mother of all voluntary acts of sin. In the language of St. Paul, it is "the sin-principle." In popular speech, it is called "depravity." Our sinning will never cease until this old viperous sin principle which hatches, the sins is removed from our moral being.

III. For this twofold disordered sin, therefore, there must be in Christ a twofold remedy.

1. There must be pardon for the voluntary sinful acts.

2. There must be cleansing from the sin principle. And these are distinctly taught in our text.

(1) "He is faithful and just to forgive us our sins." This is the first blessing of pardon or justification. (2) "And to cleanse us from all unrighteousness." Now this "cleansing," is "The sanctification without which no man shall see the Lord" (Heb. 12:14). But not some big preacher say, "The race did not fall; and there is no such thing as race depravity." Yes, Dr. S. Parker Colman recently wrote, "There is no caste iron doctrine of total depravity found in the Bible. This doctrine has been artificially created by speculation upon the Bible." Monday morning glory at its best! This belief of ours as it now exists, and has always existed proves the universality of depravity. If the whole race is not naturally depraved why were there a need of a universal atonement? And why did the Son of God taste death for every man? The whole gospel plan of salvation is based on the depravity of the whole race. The saving gospel is to be "preached to every creature." Because every creature needs it. The above quotation is simply the silly utterance of another "God mocking at sin!"

IV. This complete double-care for sin can be obtained in this life, and, here only Luke 1:73-75 R. V., "The oath which he sware to Abraham our father, to grant unto us that we being delivered out of the hand of our enemies should serve him without fear, in holiness and righteousness before him all our days." Thess. 4:3, "For this is the will of God, even your sanctification." (1 Thess. 5:23-24, R. V.). This is precisely what the good old English hymn teachts: "Rock of Ages, cleft for me. Let me hide me Thus, the water and the blood From thy. rift side that flowed, be of the double care, Save from wrath, and make me pure.

"Refining fire, go through my heart, Illuminate my soul; Scatter thy light through every part, And sanctify the whole."

THE END OF GOD'S TRAINING
By A. M. HILLS.

TEXT: "But the end of the charge is love out of a pure heart, and a good conscience, and faith unfeigned." (1 Tim. 1:5, R. V.).

All, who wish to be, are in God's public school. He has us in training. "Tuition is free. Those who have fitness get a place of service in His kingdom.

I. He commands us to repent, and go out of the sin business. "God...now commandeth all men everywhere to repent" (Acts 17:30).

II. He commands, "Ye must be born again" (John 3:7). The evidence of regeneration is ceasing to sin habitually. "Whosoever is born of God doth not commit sin" (1 John 3:9). Greek present tense to cast out, is not habitual committing sin." "If that committeeth sin"—i.e., goes on committing sin, knowingly and habitually, "is of the devil" (1 John 3:8).

III. He commands to love God, with all the heart (Matt. 22:37). But we cannot do this perfectly while indwelt sin is in our hearts. The condition mind is not guilt guilt God: for it is not subject to the law of God, neither indeed can be" (Rom. 8:7). Pride, malice, hate, impurity, etc., are contrary to this perfect love. They cannot coexist in the heart.

IV. God has the power and the willingness to take these evil affections, or "the sin principle," out of our nature so that our love may be perfect. "And the Lord thy God will circumcise thine heart, . . . to love the Lord thy God with all thine heart" (Deut. 30:6). In the Old Testament, and quotations from it in the New Testament, It is "the baptism with the Holy Spirit" (Luke 3:16; Acts 15:8, 9).

V. All of this leads up to and ends in our becoming the temple of God." "Thus the temple of God." "Now the end of the commandment is love [perfect love], out of a pure heart, and a good conscience and faith unfeigned." This is not "absolute perfection," which belongs only to God, but the Christian perfection which God commands and requires, "the sanctification without which no man shall see the Lord" (Heb. 12:14, R. V.). Now, there is made free from sin [the sin-principle] and become servants to God, ye have your fruit unto sanctification, and the end, eternal life" (Rom. 6:22, R. V.). Such a blessing is the purpose of the atonement. Heb. 13:12, "Jesus also, that he might sanctify the people...suffered without the gate." This blessing obtained, and kept, and lived, ends in heaven. Such is the teaching in the holiness movement, and it is scriptural from first to last. Who wants this preparation for life, and fitness for heaven?

THIS IS THAT
By J. W. MONTGOMERY

TEXT, Acts 20:30

Introduction: This is not that great cathedral with burning candles on her altar, and images about her walls. Not that magnificent temple with splendor and beauty. Not that costly church building. But this is "that" without which the cathedral becomes a home of idols, the temple a place of mockery, and church building a mere clubhouse.

I. THIS IS THAT

1. About which John prophesied.

2. Inspired him to write 840 years before the fulfillment of his vision, in clear and definite manner.

3. For which Jesus prayed (John 17).

II. THE MEANING

1. Suddenly—not by growth.

2. Rushing and mighty.

3. To whom?

4. Sons, daughters, young and old.

5. All flesh—not popes and priests alone.

IV. EFFECT

1. Filled—not merely good blessing.

2. Place shaken.

3. Propelled—men and women have to tell it.

V. RESULTS

1. Not vision that blessed the world.

2. Many were added to the Lord.

EXPOSITORY SERMON

By C. E. C. CORNEILL

A prayer for Christian Holiness

TEXT, "The very God of peace sanctify you wholly," etc. (1 Thess. 5:23-24).

I. A BRIEF REVIEW OF LAST SUNDAY'S SERMON

1. The incomparable text.

2. Its significance to the church.

II. "The God of Peace"

1. Peace, only and only in the evangelical sense. A peace with which all believers are familiar. It is not possible to be sanctified wholly, or to be made holy as God is holy, without first, being justified by faith we have peace with God through our Lord Jesus Christ,
THE FRUIT OF THE SPIRIT—LOVE
By C. E. CORNELL.
TEXT. Gal. 5:22. 23.
I. SCRIPTURAL REFERENCES AND CONTRASTS.
1. John 15:12; Eph. 5:9, 10; Phil. 1:11.
2. Contrast the “fruit of the flesh,” and “fruit of the spirit.”
II. THE THREE GROUPS.
Nine virtues woven together in this golden chain of the Holy Spirit’s fruit.
2. Their action upon others; Longsuffering, Gentleness, Goodness.
3. Manifold traits of character, as Faith, Meekness, Temperance.
III. LOVE.
1. Love to God.
2. Love to Man.
3. Love is not a cold-hearted passion.
4. Love as a passion from God.
5. Love for the lost.
6. Love is tender, kind, considerate.
Illustration: See the tract, “Crippled Tom.”
Love begun in regeneration.
Love perfected in entire sanctification.
Love brings the glorious fullness in,
And to the heart, makes known;
The blessed rest from inward sin,
Through faith in Christ alone.

SOME PREACHED SERMON OUTLINES

By BASH-W. MILLER
Better than Rubies
Text: “More precious than rubies—” (Prov. 3:15).
Introduction: Rubies to the ancients represented the most wondrous of all the gem kingdom. To compare anything with rubies was the highest possible comparison. Their beauty, glowing power, value, and value still supreme. Wisdom, or salvation, is better than rubies—more precious than rubies, of greater value than all else.

1. Rubies of Supreme Value—so is salvation. In gem kingdom rubies most precious, salvation of greater worth and value than all else of the world.
2. Rubies Shone Best at Night—salvation shines best in the night of trouble, when clouds hang low.
3. Rubies Tiwled with Crimson—salvation flows as a crimson stream of redemption.
4. Rubies a Porteater of the Eternal Home—salvation is but a foretaste of immortality, of the glory of the eternal home of the soul. Rubies today speak of the bejeweled walls, and the golden streets of the City Glorious.
and the new resurrection from sin, and the final resurrection from death to immortality. The lily clammers, "The winter is past, the new life of spring is here." Christ in greater reality makes life a new resurrection.

**Conclusion:** Soul, seek for the better life, the grander beauties, the eternal resurrection bespoken of by the "Lily of the Valley."

---

**The Soul's Supreme Invitation**


**Introduction:** The invitations of life—to pleasure, power, wealth, learning, society, evil. Christ's invitations are supreme—they are to life in its fullness—to the glory of a character spotlessly clean—the bliss of eternity.

1. **An Invitation to Blotted Out-Sins.** "I have blotted out, as a thick cloud, thy transgressions" (Isa. 44:22).

2. **An Invitation to a Transformed Character.** "Though your sins be as scarlet, they shall be as white as snow; though they be red crimson, they shall be as wool" (Isa. 1:18). Blotting out is an invitation to become a complete and radical transformation of the soul.

3. **An Invitation to Rest Eternal.** "There remaineth therefore a rest to the people of God" (Heb. 4:9). An invitation to rest for the soul amid the cares of life—but better still the complete rest of eternity, amid the scenes of bliss.

**Conclusion:** Each invitation a personal challenge to accept. Generals have called to duty and service for country. Men have accepted. The Swiss had was called to throw himself on the bristling spears, and in plunging to their sharp points he cried out, "Make way for liberty!" Pizarro challenged to adventure for gold—the Spanish accepted and conquered the gold of the Incas. Christ now calls for service eternal, to a choice of a life of victory. Accept and live!

---

**Writing on Time's Pages**

**Text:** "And the books were opened." (Rev. 20:12).

**Introduction:** Picture books grand and mighty—unusual books—Tischendorf's discovery of the manuscript copy of the Bible—Pistorius printing the Bible into language of South Sea Islanders—Gutenberg printing the first Bible.

1. **Every Man is a Penman—writing for eternity—records greater and more majestic than any book rest of earth—our dicles, the diction—the style, all we do.**

2. **Writing Books Sacred or Profane.** Pages of holy meditations, devotions, response to the Lord's voice—or cracking ink of evil and passion in the service of sin.

3. **Writing Under Divine Guidance.** When He sees and orders then all is well—His should be the plot of the masterpiece—ours but the working out of the plan.

4. **When the Books Are Opened.** The grand scene of opening the books—then we shall be our justifiers or condemnors. Christ will read the record of our life.

**Conclusion:** Pen a masterpiece for eternity. Place into it only the highest quality; choose its diction with greatest care, select its contents with utmost thought. Cross the top of each page write, "Washed in Jesus' blood." PITTSBURGH, PA.

---

**ILLUSTRATIVE MATERIAL**

Compiled by J. Glenn Gould

First be Reconciled to thy Brother

The Jews were very scrupulous about external purity, and it was laid down in their law that, if on his way to the temple to offer his paschal lamb a man should recollect that he had left in his house, he should hasten back and remove it, and then, when he had purged his house, carry his offering to the altar. But far more needful is it, Jesus declares, that the worshipper should purge his heart ere making his approach to God. "If therefore thou art offering thy gift at the altar and there rememberest that thy brother hath aught against thee, leave there thy gift before the altar, and go thy way: first be reconciled to thy brother, and then, come and offer thy gifts."—Da Vid Smith.

**Knowing no man after the Flesh**

Moody lived a good deal with the wealthy; in England he lived with rank and titles. But these things meant nothing to him. "One evening at a great meeting in London, a certain peer was introduced. "Glad to meet you, lord. Just get two chairs for those old ladies over the way, will you?" That was the spirit. You might be an emperor, you might be a clown. You had a soul to save, and in any case it was worth saving. Beyond that it was all one to Moody."—Osmund Bradbord.

The Sin of Extravagant Speech

We have all been people who seemed to be totally lacking in power of discrimination, and unable to distinguish the trivial thing from that which is vital. And usually these same persons are given to extravagant speech which employs ad nauseum such expressions as "great," "gorgeous," "wonderful," and the like. I am always reminded, when I meet such a person, of those lines written by Robert Browning in his poem entitled "My Last Duchess." This unusual lady possessed, "A heart—how shal I say?—too soon made glad; Too easily impressed; she liked what'er She looked on, and her looks went everywhere. Sir, 'twas all one! My favour at her breast, The dropping of the daylight in the West, The boughs of cherries some oblivious fool Broached in the orchard for her, the white mule She rode with round the terrace—all and each Would draw from her alike the approving speech, Or blush, at least."—The Will to Win

"Eight years ago," quotes the Expositor, "Carl Brenner, of Cincinnati, Ohio, was told that he had the mind of an eight-year-old child. This lad was given him by the army examiners. But for all that he made a good and faithful soldier, and before the war was over both his hands and his eyes were gone. A few weeks ago the members of the house of representatives in Washington stood up and rousingly cheered a man sitting in the gallery's chair. Five minutes later they repeated the ovation. The man was Carl Brenner. He was preparing to take his degree at the University of Maryland. "According to army experts, who eight years ago called him an eight-year-old boy, he was fully forty years instead of schedule. The elements which these army experts failed to discover were Carl's indomitable grit, pluck and courage. His pitiable handicap did not halt him. "They conquer who believe they can." Carl believed he could overcome his handicap, and resolutely he did so. "To great souls there is no such thing as failure. Deep-seated confidence is the mysterious spring that sets in motion the hidden energy within us. It is the lever that moves mountains. Coupled with courage it makes a man invincible. It helps him to touch and release infinite power."—The Mountains and Valleys of Life

When a certain king asked Ole Bull, the great violinist, where he caught the rapturous tones which he brought out of his instrument, the musician replied, "I caught them, your majesty, from the mountains of Norway." He had climbed, said Dr. George Douglass, the rugged mountains and listened to the music of the awful storms; he had waited on the wofier cliffs and heard the evening vapors of the pines at the time of the sunset breeze; he had heard the midnight litany of the cascades in the darkness. When he entered the valley of nature, he thrilled the world's great heart. It is the same kind of thing that has given some men power beyond others to inspire humanity. It is because they have ascended the mountains and gone down into the valleys of sorrow, and there caught up the tones of tenderness and of subdued strength and confidence, that they have had a message of victory for their race."—Dr. Louis Albert Banks.
Men Ought Always to Pray

A Christian brother, who had fallen into darkness and discouragement, was staying at the same house with Dr. Finney over night. He was lamenting his condition, and Dr. Finney, after listening to his narrative, turned to him with his peculiar, earnest look, and, with a voice that sent a thrill through his whole soul, said: "You don't pray! that is what's the matter with you. Pray—pray four times as much as you ever did in your life, and pray until you die!"

He immediately went down to the parlor, and taking the Bible, he made a serious business of it, stirring up his soul to seek God as did the people of Israel under the law; and thus he spent the night. It was not long after that the morning dawned, he felt the light of the sun of righteousness shine upon his soul. His captivity was broken; and ever since he has felt that the greatest difficulty in the way of men's being emancipated from their bondage is that they didn't pray."—Selected.

Conflict with the Devil

It is almost incredible (said Luther) that God commanded us (weak flesh and blood) to enter combat with the devil, and to strive and fight with so powerful a spirit as he is, and hath given into our hands no other weapon, but only His Word which, by faith we take hold on, and with which we beat and overcome him; the same must needs give and vex that great and powerful enemy. But in such combating, it is very difficult and heavy, especially in that we know the devil to be the devil; for no man is able with words to express, much less to believe, how that mal-edited majesty can disguise and transform itself into an angel of light.

Moreover, if thou intendest to resist Satan, then look that thou be well armed and equipped with God's Word, and with prayer. For if thou art unarm'd, and without God's Word, then the devil is near thee, and lieth upon thee; thou hast no way to resist him, but only and alone through God's Word and prayer. For he cannot endure those blows of defense; otherwise, though thou givest him once his dispatch, and turnest him away, yet he will quickly return again, especially if thou art secure, and thinkest that all now is safe—Luther's "Table-Talk."

Men Sent from God

Livingstone in Scotland, when only twenty-seven years of age, was selected by his brethren to preach a Monday morning sermon after the communion at Shotts. He made every effort to be released, but, failing, spent the whole night in prayer and religious conversation, and then preached a sermon under which, it is said, at least five hundred were awakened. He says, "I never preached one sermon which I would be earnest to see written, but two: the one was on that one Monday after the communion at Shotts, and the other on one Monday after the communion at Hol'wood; and both these times I had spent the whole night before in concurrence and prayer with some Christians without any more than ordinary preparation; otherways my gift was rather suited to simple, common people than to learned and judicious auditors." But if Livingstone had, according to his wish, his sermon written, the power would not have appeared, Whitefield's sermons on paper are not remarkable. Nor is this strange, for the anatomist has never been able to find the life in a single animal or even in a single seed. Baxter was exceedingly successful in the ministry, and Ryle says of him, "He always spoke as one who saw God, and felt death at his back." Fletcher of Dunkirk frequently so electrified his audiences that some minutes passed before he could resume his sermon.—Author Matthew V. Simpson.

THE WORLD'S GREATEST TEACHER

Dr. S. Parkes Cadman in his newspaper column recently declared that Jesus Christ was the greatest teacher that the world has known for the following reasons: (1) He imposed unity on the moral law. (2) He attached it to a new relationship in God as the universal Father. (3) He gave truth an entirely new value. (4) He ordained that the ethical quality of an act consisted in the motive which animated it. (5) He made his laws absolute and binding. (6) His codes for life were positive in their demands. (Wherever else the Golden Rule is found it is expressed in negative form). (7) He separated morality from ceremonial rites. (8) Greatest of all, Jesus perfectly embodied His ideals in His character and example, and thus made them everlastingaly real.—Sel.
handle their own affairs is now rapidly changing.

There must be a subject matter about which the parties may legally contract. Suffice it to say that agreements made in violation of positive law, agreements involving commission of crime, agreements to defraud individuals or public, agreements contrary to public policy, agreements in restraint of trade, agreements against morals, and many others are illegal and void.

A contract must be supported by a consideration, otherwise it is *nullum pactum*, and will not be enforced by the courts. A good definition of consideration is: "A benefit to the party promising money or答应 to the party to whom the promise is made." While every man is morally bound to fulfill his engagements, the law affords no remedy to compel the performance of an agreement made without sufficient consideration. The law cannot lend its aid to the enforcement of mere promises gratuitously made and for which the promisee has suffered or lost nothing. It is when he has suffered a detriment that he may come into court and compel the promisee to carry out his agreement. The law does not attempt to say that the consideration must be of great value, but that it must be a valuable one. The consideration may be grossly inadequate but if there has been no duress, coercion, undue influence or fraud practiced, a consideration of some value will support a contract and make it enforceable if otherwise regular.

There must be a mutual agreement between the parties. To use a legal phrase "there must be a meeting of minds." For this reason one who signs under duress, mental incapacity, or thinking he is signing something else, does not become bound thereby. There need not be a meeting of the minds but if their minds meet, as in the case of one making an offer by advertisement and another accepting it by mail, telephone or telegraph before the offer is withdrawn, the parties are bound.

Mutuality of obligation. Unilateral agreements, in the sense of absence of mutuality, are unenforceable. A bilateral contract is one in which there are reciprocal promises or obligations and both parties are bound. Both must be bound. This rule however, does not invalidate options granted for a consideration.

Where an injured party cannot be compensated in money or damages, by reason of a breach of contract by another party the law will compel a specific performance of the terms of the agreement.

Some contracts are void and create no obligation upon any of the parties; while others are merely voidable, and binding upon one party at the option of the one who may avoid it. Such are those made with infants, intoxicated persons, and those involving fraud against innocent parties, and many others are illegal and void.

The courts will not recognize a contract which is legally or physically impossible of performance; as if a person agreed to perform an act in violation of law, or an act the performance of which is made unlawful after the contract is made; or as if one agreed to travel around the world in a day.

It is a well settled rule of evidence that "parol evidence is inadmissible to vary the terms of a written instrument." This means that a written contract should contain all the stipulations and agreements of the parties that are to be relied upon, and in the absence of fraud, a party will not be heard to say that his real contract was other than that which was reduced to writing and duly signed by him. Representations and promises made by an agent or salesman contrary to, or supplemental to, the terms of a written or printed contract should never be relied upon, and any such promises may be proven in evidence upon a trial in court.

As to interpretation and construction of contracts there are some well established rules. (1) Words are to be understood in their plain and literal meaning, subject to varying usage and custom in different localities and among different peoples. (2) Courts will place upon a contract that construction which will best effectuate the intention of the parties as gathered from the whole agreement. (3) Obvious mistakes in writing the grammar will be corrected by the court. (4) Written provisions take precedence over oral ones. (5) Ambiguous terms will be most strictly construed against the person using them. (6) The court will try to arrive at the intention of the parties from the language used and where the terms are unambiguous they are conclusive; where they are not, their intention was in the minds of the parties, but what that intention is expressed by the language used. (7) Interlineations will be construed as part of the contract if not made fraudulently or without warrant. (8) Other writings may be incorporated by reference without actually annexed to the same. (9) Where two clauses are incorporated and conflicting they must be construed in the light of the whole instrument; and reconciled if possible by any reasonable interpretation, it being necessary for this purpose to consider the entire instrument and surrounding circumstances. Where two clauses are so repugnant that they cannot stand together the first will be received and the second rejected, except where two instruments are constructed together as one contract in which case the last written will prevail.

Where the right of recovery under a contract has become barred by a "statute" of limitations it is generally held that a new promise by a party to perform his contract, revives the contract and nulls all new consideration to support it. The same rule also applies to promises released by bankruptcy or insolvency proceedings and a new promise to pay the old debt becomes binding upon the debtor, reviving the former debt.

We have not space to discuss at length the law of agency but as it relates itself to contracts, it is sufficient to say that any contract which a party may enter into in his own right may also be made or entered into through his duly authorized agent. An agency may be created by writing, words or conduct. An agent, sometimes called an attorney, in fact, is limited by the terms of his appointment as are those with whom he deals for his principal. Agency may be inferred from such special relations as husband and wife, master and servant, etc., in such matters as naturally are comprehended by those relations, such as the purchase of articles for the household. A party may by written appointment or power of attorney designate what authority his agent is to exercise in his behalf, or this may be done orally, and one may enter into contractual relations with others by agent as fully and effectually as though done in person.

We have dealt with the elements essential to the formation of a contract, with the operation of the contract when formed, and with its interpretation when it comes into dispute. It remains only to consider briefly the modes in which the contract may be avoided and the parties freed from their rights and liabilities under it. This may be done by the same process which created it, mutual agreement. Its terms may be carried out and its obligations fulfilled, and thereby discharged, or all the parties are bound to concur in the terms of their obligations. Or finally, it may be discharged by operation of law.
stereotype and cause a gap. They say that there is nothing new under the sun, but let me tell you, that does not apply to the young people's meeting. Nothing new? Why, you have never used but one style of meeting in your whole life and you know it. Wake up! Make the Young People's Society give birth to a manufacturing plant of joy and happiness and love for service. And I tell you frankly, young people love to work and be used.

Fourthly, your dignity. I may step on it, but praise His name and say a prayer for me. Too often we find that the preacher or the preacher's wife tries to run the Young People's Society. What a pity. What a mistake. I'd rather have the young people run me. What difference does it make, they happen to say or do a few things which are a little beyond our own imagination or the imaginations of a board of trustees who never were young? Christian perfection does not mean that we have perfect minds. We all make mistakes. Christian perfection does not mean that we shall render perfect service, even though we may have the desire to render perfect service. Give the young people room to grow and develop in grace, not through so-called "brow-beating" methods, but through understanding and patience and love.

Fifthly, the Young People's Society should carry on, in addition to its regular Sunday evening meeting, some type of social activity during the week. I can hear some good brother gap now, but let me tell you and tell it to you frankly, that the work of the church is not a one-day proposition, but it is to maintain a contact with the young people seven days in the week and every Young People's Society, if it has a spark of life, should function in some way during the week. More will be said on this topic in the last article which is to appear next month regarding the church activities during the week.

Sixthly, and lastly, the Young People's Society, in my estimation, is the greatest advertisement the church has. I place it even ahead of the Sunday school, for you cannot show me a church in this country but that, if it has a real, live Young People's Society, it is prospering in all departments. But the unfortunate part of it is that we won't find more than a hundred really spiritually alive Young People's Societies in this country. Advertising? Why advertise when you have nothing to offer? If you have something to offer in the way of a real Young People's Society, it will almost advertise itself, and it is the only organization of the entire church that will advertise itself. Oh, for a genuine awakening to the opportunity offered the church through the Young People's Society, with ample and various types of programs which have been effective in various Young People's Societies over the country, but they probably belong under general heading "Church Advertising-Methods." Just let love and joy and happiness reign in each and every service. Have a Young People's Society of young people, conducted for young people, by young people.

HERE AND THERE AMONG BOOKS

By P. H. Lunn

Sermons that are convincing, direct and that clearly present the fundamental themes of gospel faith are in constant demand, especially among preachers. Many of our readers are acquainted with Dr. John W. Ham, a prominent evangelist of the Southern Baptist church, a book of whose sermons has recently been published under the title, "Good News for all Men" (Doran, $1.50). These sermons contain an unusual amount of apt illustrative material and should be of real value to preachers.

"The Christ of the Aces," by Harold Paul Sloan (Doran, $1.50), is one of the outstanding books of the year; not because of the prominence of the author but because of the scholarly and thorough treatment of this sublime theme. Dr. Sloan is Professor of Systematic Theology at Temple University, Philadelphia, the school founded by the late Russell Conwell. Also he is pastor of the Methodist Episcopal church at Nationwide, N. J. He has been an aggressive champion of the "faith of our fathers," not only in his own conference, but throughout his entire denomination. Dr. Sloan is a frequent contributor to religious periodicals and has several volumes to his credit. The book is not an attack on the so-called modernists but it presents facts, irrefutable facts, in such a logical manner and so clearly stated that any unprejudiced person is compelled to accept. It is just the book which will give a preacher seed thoughts and ideas from which to build material that will present in a practical, comprehensible, and dramatic fashion the doctrines and claims of Christology. Just let me quote a paragraph from the opening chapter: "Jesus Christ is the supreme fact in history. This is admitted on every hand. But to admit this much and say no more is simply to create a problem and to offer nothing of value to the understanding. If Jesus Christ is the supreme fact in history there must be an explanation of His supremacy: An emotional enthusiasm for Jesus, wholly lacking in intellectual definiteness, may possibly be interesting and satisfying to the experiencing individual; but it can neither be a gospel, nor can it explain Jesus. He must have been intellectually construed. Then he goes on to discuss the following subjects: The Advantage of a Physically Absent Jesus, Christ Athed Unchangeable, The Secret of His Influence, Why the Current Historicity of the Supernatural; Why a Non-Supernatural Jesus Will Not Do, The Supernatural of Despair. The last chapter of the book entitled, "The Church," demonstrates the originality of the author's thinking. He says, "The Church, then, because it stands as the witness of Christ through which He is intellectually appropriated, is a necessary part of the total fact of Christ, as redemptively conceived." And later under the subheading of The Church and Its Unbelieving Ministry: "The Church is not a humanitarian association for the promotion of brotherhood and high ethical conceptions on the basis of speculative philosophy. The Church is the witness of the fact of Christ. It must be true to that fact or cease... The Church must not shrink from battle; but neither must it forget that it is responsible to feed the souls of men, even while it is fighting for their faith. But let us grasp it clearly: The Church must challenge untruth aggressively unless it is willing to have untruth replace its precious entitlement." This book is a real contribution to Christian literature and no genuine preacher can read it without having his heart warmed within him. It has a wealth of source material for deep, constructive preaching.

In "The Greatest Book in the World" (Doran, $1.50), T. H. Darlow has given us an authentic and interesting history of the Bible. In this day of millions of Bibles there is a dearth of knowledge as to how the Bible was compiled. An increase in intellectual appreciation of the book should foster a deeper reverence for it. The author discusses his subject under seven chapters: The Development of Scripture, The History of Scripture, The Bible and Civilization, The Bible and Judaism, The Vitality of the Scriptures, The Book of All Saints, Can We Outgrow the Bible?"
DORAN'S MINISTERS' MANUAL
A Study and Pulpit Guide for 1929

Planned for the busy pastor. Not a mere book of sermon outlines, but a valuable mine of the very best available sermonic material for the modern preacher. The 1928 annual covers the calendar year, with a complete new collection of illustrations, poems, outlines, suggestive texts, children's sermons, invocations and other features which make it invaluable to the busy pastor. Topical and scriptural indices make each item immediately available.

Price $2 postpaid

MANUAL FOR FUNERAL OCCASIONS

The most complete funeral service equipment published. The manual is a handsome volume of 256 pages, containing Scripture selections, poetic quotations, sermon outlines by fifty authors, committal services, Scriptural benedictions, etc., including seventy-eight pages of choice music from "Hymns of Hope," all elegantly bound in durable, flexible morocco. The Manual is accompanied by four separate copies of "Hymns of Hope," for the use of the singers. These are all enclosed in a neat crepe-cloth carton, which easily fits the pocket.

The set complete ........................................... $2.00

The Manual, separate, flexible morocco,

260 pages........................................... $1.75

EVANGELISTIC COMMENTS ON ACTS

By D. Grant Christman

This book of 198 pages is an analytical study of the Acts of the Apostles. The author's many years of preaching, writing and teaching have given him an especial qualification for such a task as this. The book is in fact a commentary but is arranged so that it can be used as a special text book for a study class. Every preacher and teacher should have it.

198 pages, cloth binding

Price reduced to 75c

(We pay the postage)

World Junior Songs

For use in Junior and Primary Departments of the Sunday School, Junior Missionary Societies, Junior Choirs, Etc.

Compiled by Dell Arcock and Bertha Mae Lillenas

Forty songs and choruses carefully selected for this work. Durable bound in limp cloth covers.

Single copy 25c; a dozen $2.00, postpaid

A hundred $12.00, not prepaid

NAZARENE PUBLISHING HOUSE
2923 Troost Ave., Kansas City, Mo.

ONE THOUSAND EVANGELISTIC ILLUSTRATIONS

Regular price $1.50. Now, $1.25, postpaid.

Every Preacher Needs This Book of Illustrations. 347 pages; 1010 illustrations, anecdotes, poetry and prose.

R. E. Y. Mullins, D. D., President of Southern Baptist Theological Seminary, Louisville, Ky., writes: "I have seen many volumes of sermon illustrations, but I know of none equal in range and variety and forcefulness to the illustrations contained in this collection."

A limited number of volumes at this special price of $1.25

PULPIT MIRRORS

By Edwin H. Byington, is a unique book for ministers. Turning from traditional methods in homiletics, the author devotes a large part of his book to a study of "specimen cases" in preaching. He sets down the results of his observations in more than twenty instances, analyzing the strength and deficiency of the minister in each instance. Attention is devoted to the church service as a whole. Following these studies, the author lays down fundamental principles and proceeds to suggest the methods by which they can be most effectively applied.

Price $2.00, postpaid

BIBLE COMMENTARY

Matthew Henry's Commentary

A new edition of a volume, dully bound in cloth. Every student will appreciate the unfolding freshness, the clear analysis, the spiritual force and the evangelical spirit of these commentaries. Price $17.45, not prepaid

NAZARENE PUBLISHING HOUSE
2923 Troost Ave., Kansas City, Mo.
HANDFULS ON PURPOSE

Used and recommended by many of our most successful pastors and evangelists.

Sermon outlines, Bible readings, illustrations, Seed Thoughts; an almost inexhaustible fund of material for preachers and Christian workers. Each volume fully indexed. This set of books is being used and recommended by scores of our best preachers.

Nine volumes approximating 275 pages each.
PUBLISHER'S PRICE: $15.00

Our special price to ministers, $12.00, carriage extra

FIVE THOUSAND BEST ILLUSTRATIONS

At last a thoroughly complete collection of graphic and forceful illustrations on every conceivable subject; intelligently classified and indexed so that any one of them may be found at a moment's notice. Every other volume of illustrations—while many are helpful for particular needs—is cursed by paucity and incompleteness. Here for the first time is a cyclopedia for the pastor which gives him without delay just the illustration he needs. 170 pages.

Price $4.00, postpaid

NAZARENE PUBLISHING HOUSE
2923 Troost Ave., Kansas City, Mo.
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God's Gift to Man

By N. B. Herrell

Hark! I hear bright angels singing,
In the starlit sky above;
Peace on earth, good will they're bringing,
From the Father's heart of love.

Hark! I see the shepherds walking
From the hills where flocks are seen;
As they come we hear them talking
Of the lowly Nazarene.

Hark! I see the wise men winding
As the star is westward bound;
Bags of gifts on camels hanging
For the Child when He is found.

Hark! Today let all creation
Join with heaven's host and sing:
"Bring your gifts with adoration,
Crown Him Lord and coming King."

NAZARENE PUBLISHING HOUSE, KANSAS CITY, MO.
A STUDY OF PREACHER TYPES

An address by the editor

The selection of individual speakers and the application of the inductive method are essential to scientific accuracy, but to the average person such methods are impossible. We must depend upon specialists to do the ground work and we must enter into their labors. We owe a great debt to those who have hunted out the scattered facts and then have classified them for our convenience. This enables us to follow the inductive method and to study men and things by classes. Thus by superficial glance we name the trees of the forest and account a man as a member of one of the five principal races. Then by recalling the outstanding characteristics of the species, class or race, we attribute those, with more or less accuracy, to the immediate object of study or observation.

Now since every preacher is a member of the human family, and since no two such members are "just alike," there is a certain sense in which every preacher is a type of his own. But since there are certain characteristics which are more or less defined in the thinking of men regarding preachers, it is also possible to classify them somewhat into characteristic types. Without being altogether certain just what we mean by, or are in the habit of speaking of preachers as "great," and this would necessitate our thinking of others as "ordinary" in comparison. But if we should set out to classify preachers according to this standard, our work would soon be over, for there is only one outstanding preacher in every two hundred in any church or movement, no matter what the general standard. If the standard is low, one in every two hundred will stand out decidedly above it, and if the general standard is high, the same proportion will prevail.

Someone has remarked that this is not an age of great preachers, as compared with the past. There was a time when Talma, Beecher, Moody, Spurgeon, Sam Jones and Joseph Parker were all living and preaching on the two sides of the Atlantic, and practically everyone knew their names and admitted their fame. But there is not even one such outstanding name in the ministry of the English-speaking world now. And it has been said, and we think with a great deal of truthfulness, that the present age will neither make nor tolerate a great preacher. Great preachers are made only where there is appreciation of preaching and patience to hear it. Practically all the great preachers of the past were "long preachers." But the preacher who preaches long today will soon be without an audience. Perhaps preachers will resent it if you tell them that what they really want is not "short" sermons, but those that they can properly be called "short" and "deep" at the same time. Of course not all long sermons are deep, but practically all the short ones are shallow, and must of necessity be so. Imagine a preacher preaching a sermon on "The Sovereignty of God" or on "Freedom in Willing" in thirty minutes! And yet the preacher who habitually preaches more than thirty minutes these days takes a great deal for granted. Principally, he takes for granted that people will listen to him longer than they will to ninety per cent of his contemporaries.

But it is useless for a man to complain against his age. Rather he must make the best of it. Commenting upon the familiar phrase, "serve his day and generation," someone has said that there are few who can serve more than one generation, and it may be that John Wesley, Whitefield, or even Finney or Spurgeon would fall to draw and hold the people of these times. And without regard to these things, you and I must be the best preachers we can be under the circumstances.
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An address by the editor

The selection of individual specimen and the application of the inductive method are essential to scientific accuracy, but to the average person such methods are impossible. We must depend upon specialists to do the ground work and we must enter into their labors. We owe a great debt to those who have hunted out the scattered facts and then have classified them for our convenience. This enables us to follow the deductive method and to study men and things by classes. Thus by superficial glance we name the trees of the forest and account a man as a member of one of the five principal races. Then by recalling the outstanding characteristics of the species, class or race, we attribute these, with more or less accuracy, to the immediate object of study or observation.

Now since every preacher is a member of the human family, and since no two such members are "just alike," there is a certain sense in which every preacher is a type of his own. But since there are certain characteristics which are more or less defined in the thinking of man regarding preachers, it is possible to divide them somewhat into classes or types. Without being altogether certain just what we mean by it, we are in the habit of speaking of preachers as "great," and this would necessitate our thinking of others as "ordinary" in comparison. But if we should set out to classify preachers according to this standard, our work would soon be over, for there is only one outstanding preacher in every two hundred in any church or movement, no matter what the general standard. If the standard is low, one in every two hundred will stand out decidedly above it, and if the general standard is high, the same proportion will prevail.

Someone has remarked that this is not an age of great preachers, as compared with the past. There was a time when Talma, Beecher, Moody, Spurgeon, Sam Jones and Joseph Parker were all living and preaching on the two sides of the Atlantic, and practically everyone knew their names and admitted their fame. But here it is not even one such outstanding name in the ministry of the English-speaking world now. And it has been said, and we think with a great deal of truthfulness, that the present age will neither make nor tolerate a great preacher. Great preachers are made only where there is appreciation of preaching and patience to hear it. Practically all the great preachers of the past were long preachers. But the preacher who preaches long today will soon be without an audience. Perhaps he will repent it if you tell them that what they really want is not "short" sermons, so much as "shallow" sermons; but this is probably the truth, nevertheless, for a sermon can scarcely be "short" and "deep" at the same time. Of course not all long sermons are deep, but practically all the short ones are shallow, and must of necessity be so. Imagine a preacher preaching a sermon on "The Sovereignty of God" or on "Freedom in Willing" in thirty minutes! And yet the preacher who habitually preaches more than thirty minutes these days takes a great deal for granted. Principally, he takes for granted that people will listen to him longer than they will to ninety per cent of his contemporaries.

But it is useless for a man to complain against his age. Rather he must make the best of it. Commenting upon the familiar phrase, "serve his day and generation," someone has said that there are few who can serve more than one generation, and it may be that John Wesley, Whitefield, or even Finney or Spurgeon would fail to draw and hold the people of these times. And without regard to these things, you and I must be the best preachers we can be under the circumstances in
which we are called to live and labor. If the people will not bear with us while we preach long sermons, then we must preach the best short sermons we possibly can.

But we have no thought of studying "great preachers and mediocre preachers," rather we are thinking of a classification that makes place for both great and mediocre. And perhaps we should remark in passing that we owe a great deal more to the army of ordinary preachers who have preached the word of God in the past than to the few outstanding ones. At least ninety-nine per cent of the work of spreading the gospel and conserving the Church has been done and is now being done by humble men who are not known far outside the bounds of their own parishes.

But we are thinking now of the two prophets in Israel who were for a time contemporaneous, whose work was so much alike and whose methods so widely differed, and we are thinking of the two types of preachers which they represent. The prophets in question are Elisha and Elisea, and the types are that of "John the Baptist" and the pastoral type. We use this phrase "John the Baptist" because we do not have a word that expresses the idea. But the characteristic is that of great public leadership, great preaching to great crowds on great occasions. The opposite type, the pastoral type, does not necessitate so great words and deeds, but involves more of them. Someone has observed that Elisha wrought twice as many miracles as Elisea, and perhaps we would do well to observe that the size of Elisea's miracles was twice that of Elisha's.

Elisha was much younger than Elisea and labored with him for ten years, but it speaks well for his strength of character that he came out "himself" at the end of the time, and not simply an echo of the older man. Many a young preacher has been so warped by his early association with an older and stronger preacher that his usefulness has been decidedly marred.

Let us think of these two men in comparison and contrast. Elisea was always a "strange" man. He is said to have been a "Tishbite," but we do not know for sure where "Tishbite" was located, and such has been any claims have located it on the rough, sparsely settled hills of Gilgal. And as to the ancestry and family life of this man, we have no knowledge. We do not even know anything about his call to the office of prophet or anything of his hurried training for the work. The first time we see him he seems to be a man of mature years and of settled experience as a prophet. He appears right in the presence of the king—at the top of the list of appointments—and speaks with the authority of one who is seasoned in the work he is called to do.

Then he lives in caves and mountains and is fed by ravens. He dresses like a man from the desert, attends no social functions, has no list of friends and is lonely even when in a crowd. Even his going from the world, by the route of translation, rather than death, is surrounded by mystery and accomplished in the presence of only one witness.

And his works: they were few in number, but were unparalleled in importance. He shut up the king's chariot on a sixteen mile road, and followed this with a forty mile marathon into the desert. He was a great man on great occasions and he appeared on no other. He was honored and revered, and by many was feared. He was a national figure and he did God's work in the way God wanted him to do it.

But how different was Elisha! His father and mother were known before him. He himself was a priest in the field with eleven others when he was called to be a prophet. When he left for his exalted mission, he made a feast for his friends. He was ten years in training, and was among the "sons of the prophets" during this student period. When his companions would build a lodge for the theologizing infants, he was among them wielding his axe. His first miracle, after Elisha's ascension, was a sort of "economic, social miracle," he healed the land so that it would be more productive and drove away the bitterness from the drinking water. When a young preacher was distressed over the loss of a borrowed axe head, Elisha brought his noblest powers to bear upon the humblest need. He visited in the homes of his people on the circuit and was looked upon as a big brother and friend. He called at one "preacher's home" so often that the family prepared a special room, "the prophet's chamber," for him. He did not do so many great things, but he did many smaller ones. He was the sort of whom the people would remark, "He is not a great preacher, but he is a wonderful pastor."

And since that time, these two men have set the general types for prophets—the Elisha and the Elisea types—the one is great in public leadership, the other is great in private service. Of course we are likely to possess a bias in favor of one or the other of these types, but they are both God's types, and it is presumption for us to say that one is greater than the other. Indeed, in its own sphere, each is greater than the other. If we compare John the Baptist and Jesus, we have the suggestion that the Master himself was relatively of the Elisha stamp. And though the qualities may not always be so outstanding as to make one easily classified, practically every preacher is by gift and comparison either an Elisea or an Elisha. There is yet a third class which is composed of men so unique that we may without reflection call them "freaks." To such a class belonged Lorenzo Dow, Peter Cartwright and Sam Jones, and to such a class we shall doubtless one day assign our illustrious contemporary, Bud Robinson: These men have their place in the Christian ministry, but their effectiveness depends upon their state. We could not afford to take a million dollars for Bud Robinson, but we could scarcely afford to purchase another like him. And this same can be said of Dow, Cartwright, Jones and others of the ultra-unusual type.

And since comparisons are odious, churches do well, when changing pastors, to change types. This rule is not always observed, and when it is not, changes are dangerous. People who knew and followed Elisha could not well be offended in Elisea, for he did not ape his illustrious predecessor. And those who were pleased with Elisha would readily admit that he was no match for Elisea in the matter of great public occasions. If the ministry of an Elisha has closed with a church, let the successor be an Elisea and there will be no occasion for jealousy on the part of the followers of either, and the work of one will be supplemented and extended by the service of the other. And perhaps we may observe that in considering a call to a church, a preacher will do well to prefer a place where he will succeed a prophet of a different type—then he will not have to beat his predecessor in his own field to be satisfactory to the church.

Then, also, we think it wise that a preacher should study himself enough to discover his type, and not to be so chary of his work as to never improve himself wherein he is wanting. By this we mean that there are points of strength and points of weakness in both types, and there are powers and dangers connected with either.

Suppose the preacher finds that he possesses ability to preach good sermons and make good impressions on special occasions. Then let him cherish and develop his gifts. Let him even make them the basis for his strenuous efforts. But let him also beware lest he develop an "offish" spirit that will make him "unspeakable" to his people and which will cripple and limit his usefulness. He will love his study, but he must compel himself to visit the homes of his people. He will prefer solitude, but he must develop friendships among men. He will enjoy the ministering to crowds, but he must be zealous as a personal worker. By nature he will be "distant," but he must not humiliate himself in this.

Dr. F. B. Breese undoubtedly had the Elisha type. He was such by nature and not by preference and desire. He stood out like a loney mountain in the range; his opponents feared him and his friends revered him, but he himself sought earnestly to be brotherly and approachable. His pulpit was his throne and his people will always remember him as "the fire-crowned prophet," but he was as zealous in visiting the homes of his people and as tender in administering to the sick and bereaved as ever a mother could be. He was an Elisea because God made him that way, and he was so naturally of himself. Indeed, there is nothing more captivating than a "cultivated aloofness on the part of a preacher, no matter now gifted he is. And yet the preacher who can really preach will make a grand mistake if he fails to make the fullest use of this God-given power. Then take the preacher who is a natural "salesman" and "mixer." People are drawn to him, instantly recognizing that they have met a sympathizing friend. Such a preacher may not climb to the heights as a pulpit orator, but "his people" appreciate what he says because he is "a good talker." So much so that I soon know the children of his congregation and Sunday school by their first names, and the little ones will call to him as he passes along the street. The parents will ask
this preacher's advice about the children's education and he will be welcome at the tables and in the homes of the people who know him. It will be but a little while until he will cease to be regarded as a stranger and yet his wisdom will be recognized as well as his labors.

Let such a preacher look well to the task of feeding the sheep and lambs of his flock. Let him use and never abuse his pastoral, shepherdly abilities. On the other hand, because he is not a strong preacher, it is the more important that he make as full preparation as possible and that he preach as well as ever he can. What good that the people love him and come to hear him, if he does not preach the gospel effectively to them when they come? Such a preacher will be tempted to undervalue public preaching, as the Elijah type is inclined to undervalue it. Because his people prefer "beet to "beads" he will be inclined to ring doorbells instead of reading books, and because his people say more about his "society" than about his sermons, he will incline toward parties and toward toward party. The fact is, that any sort of effective work as a minister of the gospel makes heavy drafts upon the storehouse of the scribe and unless he pays a great deal of careful attention to his subjective, spiritual life, he will become flat and formal and flabby. This is no less the case with Elijah than with Elijah, although it is perhaps more quickly observed in the latter than in the former.

"What is the secret of his success?" is the question preachers most frequently ask concerning a brother of mentionable reputation. And if you observe the answer, you will know the type of the preacher. If it is said, "Oh, he is a great advertiser, and he is a great preacher, and he has many revival meetings, and he is just simply great," then you know you are hearing of an Elijah, and you must be prepared to find that there are great many things "behind the scenes" that are not all you would like for them to be, for Elijah's are not men of details. But if the answer is, "Well, I sincerely know. He makes a great deal of his Sunday school and of his Young People's Society and of the various auxiliaries of the church. He is a splendid pastor and his people love him; he is a good financier and his people tile their incomes and come to hear him preach. He is really not a great preacher, but somehow things just seem to move along," then you know that Elijah has appeared. You must be prepared to be only a little disappointed if you attend just one of his public services, for he does not have many red letter days and great occasions. It takes him a good while to make very much of a showing. Even in soulsaving, he does not have many revival breaks; but he is likely to have someone converted in a family prayer service or at any sort of a service in the church. He does not follow "high pressure" methods, but in the space of a year of five years, he will show good results.

Perhaps I should not conclude without saying that the ideal preacher is the man in whom there is a balance of Elijah and Elisea qualities, and that the approximation of this ideal is worth striving after. If a preacher can be "equal to the occasion" in the pulpit and yet be a true shepherd to his people, especially to the old people and the little children, he stands the very best chance to succeed. For in case he is too decided in his type, it will be fortunate if he finds just the field where his life will be most useful. There are some parishes which need little more than a great preacher; and there are some which require only a business man and a mixer, but these places are the exception. The rule is the better balanced the preacher the better chance to succeed. But in any case, let it be remembered that Elijah's mantle, the symbol of historic orthodoxy, and "Elisa's God," the expression indicating pentecostal animating and power, are essential to the meeting of a prophet's difficulties and to the solving of a prophet's problems. Elijah and Elisea were one in purpose and power. They did the same work, each in his own divinely appointed way. And it is not to the other day standards of his own making. When the mantle and power were there the prophet was accredited, whether he were Elijah or Elisea. There is no abjuration, supplement, or amendment needed in "The Faith of Our Fathers," and there can be no substitute for the "power" which has ever rested upon men who are anointed by the Holy Spirit to preach the gospel of Jesus Christ. Some may offer "psychology," and various sorts of human manipulations, but they are as ineffective as they are inferior in their origin. Elijah's mantle of sound doctrine and Elisea's power in the Spirit's baptism are as essential to one type of preacher as to another.

(4)
DOCTRINAL

THE CURRENT REVIVAL OF ANCIENT ERRORS
By Basie W. Miller

No. 7. The Modern Moral Influence Theory of the Atonement

I

N the development of Christian theology as a body of dogma, more discussions and heresies have centered around the statement of the atonement for sins, with the exception of the person of Christ, than around any other theological issue. And the atonement is a natural outworking of the doctrine of the person of Christ, so in one way these two are closely related. The one is the correlative of the other. If Christ be declared not divine, then there can be no true scriptural dogma of the atonement. From the very beginning of the formulation of the creeds of Christendom the Church has been careful to define the nature of God so as to agree with the teaching of the Bible that He is truly human and divine, man and God related in a unified personality as the God-Man. With this came His relationship to God and to man, to God as furnishing a basis for forgiveness by the vicarious offering of His life as a propitiation or atonement for sins, and to man as taking upon himself the punishment for sin, and giving Himself to suffer and to die in the stead of man, whereby the race could obtain forgiveness through His blood.

The atonement is the foundation of a system of salvation, and on it hinges one's view, not only of God and Christ, but also as to the nature of man and of sin, the fall of man and his redemption. Without a true conception of the atonement, one cannot hold a just view of God's relation to man, of the nature and person of Christ, nor of the quality of sin and the necessity for forgiveness. If one thinks that the atonement is but a moral influence working in the lives of men, then it is impossible to hold a true view of the theology of God—Christ—man. For Christ becomes a creature and not the Creator, man and not God. On the other hand, when the atonement is conceived of as being other than a propitiation of God, a "covering over" of sin, as the Hebrew of the Old Testament implies, then sin becomes only a moral stain, and not the cause of the damnation of souls. If one thinks of the atonement as merely an example of sacrificial giving, then the character of God is impugned, for He becomes a being whose justice is nullified, and whose commandments are without effect. For it is declared, "The soul that sinneth"—or transgresseth the law—"shall die." When the justice of God does not carry out this sentence of death, it means either that this justice has been satisfied in some other way, as by an atonement or a propitiation or a reconciliation, or that legally the moral system of God does not carry out the thought expressed that sin demands a penalty, or a broken law calls for suffering or justice. Hence it is seen that one's view of the atonement influences his theology of all other items in Christian belief. The keynote of the Christian system is the atonement, made by the suffering and death of Christ, whereby man, who is fallen in nature, and depraved by character and heredity, may receive the forgiveness of sins. This view includes the moral law of God in the economy of redemption. Otherwise there is no ground for the remission of sin, as either an act or a principle.

To limit the atonement further affects the moral status quo of humanity. The Bible in unmistakable terms calls all to redemption and salvation, and if the atonement is limited it means that only a certain number can realize the efficacious workings of the blood of Christ in their souls, and that the others must not be able to attain unto the remission of sins and must consequently be damned.

II. THE TRUE STATEMENT OF THE ATONEMENT

The true nature of the atonement is shown by Paul in 1 Timothy 2:5, 6, "For there is one God, and one mediator between God and man, the man Christ Jesus; who gave himself a ransom for all." The Greek of the last is antilutron uper pantos, "a ransom for all." First it is the Man Christ Jesus, who is a Mediator between man and God, and He gave in death Himself a ransom, conveying the idea of substitution, by way of being the purchase price, for all. Two terms or families of terms are used in the New Testament to set forth this idea of the atonement, one is katoratos and the other is kataluthe. Christ is the katoratos, the virtue of the propitiation and the Propitiator: "He is the propitiation for our sins" (1 John 2:2). As the High Priest in Hebrews Christ is said to isakrēthai to amartias, to expiate our sins, or more correctly translated, to make propitiation for the sins of the people.

The second word means both atonement and reconciliation. In Romans 5:11, we read "through our Lord Jesus Christ, by whom we have now received the atonement," ten kataluthe. By whom we have received the reconciliation. Thus it is seen that the scriptural meaning of the atonement is that of making expiation for the sins of the race. To this meaning, theologically, there has been added the idea of satisfaction to the demands of the moral government of God. In the New Testament the term kataluthe had a legal meaning of restoring a pledged relation. Pope writes, "We mean by the atonement the whole economy of the Lord's saving intervention as consummated on the cross."

As to the government of God, the atonement fully satisfies its most rigorous requirements. "Herein is love, not that we loved God, but that he loved us, and sent his Son to be the propitiation for our sins." As to God and man together, the atonement furnishes the only grounds for reconciliation between the two. They were estranged through the fall of Adam, and man unaided by God's propitiation was unable to find his way back to God. But when Christ came, "God was in Christ reconciling the world unto himself" (2 Cor. 5:19). Here as in Christ—in Christo—God was kataluthe, actively engaged in reconciling the kosmos, the world unto itself, Himself. In other words, God was in Christ bringing the world and Himself together.

It is indeed these passages where Christ is spoken as the lutron, the ransom price, we have the process of God in redeeming man to Himself. This implies a legal transaction, a ransoming from the power of sin, and the redemption of man fully from the power of the law and of sin. The lutron, or ransom price paid down, is the blood or life of Christ himself. "The Son of man came... to give his life a ransom for many" (Matthew 20:28). Paul speaks of Christ who gave Himself a ransom for all. This ransom price is the satisfaction of the claims of divine justice and redemption is this release provided for the race.

This redemption or ransom or release through the atonement is likely for the entire race. In Hebrews 2:9 we read, "that he by the grace of God should taste death for every man," eter pantos. This word implies all of the race, and hence as used means every single individual.

II. THE MORAL INFLUENCE THEORY OR EXAMPLE THEORY OF THE ATONEMENT

In order to understand the error of this theory it has been necessary to state the nature of the atonement. As was the case in the other dogmas of the Church, so in this one errors have arisen. The moral influence theory of the atonement had its rise in Socinianism. Naturally with the Socinian view of the nature of Christ, that He was not the divine Son of God, but only a man of the highest order, it would be expected that this doctrine of the atonement would not be that of the Bible. The Socinians held that not God, but only man, needed to be reconciled, and the only method of reconciliation was by that to be man's moral condition, which can be effected by man's own will through repentance and reformation. Thus the death of Christ is the death of a noble martyr. The only reconciliation which His death provided for us is His power over our moral improvement in that He was faithful unto His duty. This is the modern Unitarian view of the atonement, since the Unitarians are anti-Socinian in their theology. Thus the death of Christ, was only to produce a moral impression upon the hearts of sinners and to lead them to their moral and spiritual reformation.

In passing, suffice it to remark that on philosophical grounds this is erroneous. For it mistakes the nature of the law of God, of sin, and of the necessity of a divine reconciliation and of penalty as a means of reforming the offender. It likewise mistakes the nature of Christ, basing its view upon the idea that Christ is man and not God-Man. It is the natural outcome of the Pelagian view of sin, which is one without guilt and without the necessity of forgiveness. With this it also calls for a surrender of every characteristic doctrine of Christianity, inspiration of the Bible, sin, the debt of Christ, man's power to better man's moral condition, and eternal retribution. It likewise contradicts the teachings of the Bible in that sin is guilt, subjective defilement, that the holiness of God must punish sin, and that the atonement was the bearing away of
the punishment of sin for man. It also furnishes no proper explanation for the sufferings and death of Christ. Then why should the innocent suffer for the sins of the many, were He not hereby forming a reconciliation between God and man, the offended and the offender?

The latest developments of this theory, as seen in the writings of Ritschl and Albrecht Ritschl, add several distinctive points, but they leave it, nevertheless, the moral influence theory of the atonement. Bushnell adds the idea that the virtue of Christ's work lay in its authentic manifestation of God, through the most effective means, that of a victorious suffering. Nothing else was needed than this mere manifestation, since the offense lay not in God but entirely in man. Divine love alone sent the Son to die, and through this manifestation of love and its influence on the life of man, the atonement was made. 'Sin, then, is not guilty, but mere offense, not stain in character, but a waywardness. God is not offended; His law is not broken; only man steps aside; and through the right influence on man's will He is enabled to come back to God for satisfaction. This view emphasizes the attributes of God, and especially that of love.

Schleiermacher denies any satisfaction to God by substitution. He puts in its place the influence of Christ's personality on men, so that they reconcile and redeem themselves. Christ's consciousness in that He is God are one. Sufficient in its influence to impart this consciousness to others, and thus to make Christ the Mediator and Savior. The thought of ransom, satisfaction, restitution, compensation, He makes to be wholly Jewish, and with a plan in Christian dogma. He regards this as impossible to any other than narrow-minded people. He lacks a sense of the guilt of man and of the nature of sin, as well as of the holiness of God, that would make necessary any type of substitution or reconciliation.

Ritschl is the most recent representative of the moral influence theory in Germany. He lacks a seriousness in his view of sin. He regards the sense of guilt as an illusion which it is the part of Christ to dispel. With this there is an inadequate conception of the nature of Christ's person, a practical denial of His pre-existence and work of objective atonement. Many Ritschhians deny both the miraculous conception and bodily resurrection of Jesus. He is the Word of God only as He reveals the things of God to man. In other words, this view throws over all the historic body of the teachings of the Church concerning the nature of Christ, His work, of redemption, and results in a limited view of Christian theology.

These more recent views are open to the same criticism as the first Socinian. They misrepresent the nature of the Scripture atonement, or reconciliation, and lordship, compromise with the Bible as to the necessity of an atonement to satisfy the justice of God. They rest from their meaning these scriptures which speak of Christ reconciling the world unto Himself through His death on the cross. They confine the influence of the atonement wholly to those who have heard of it; thus excluding the patriarchs and the heathen.

Pope remarks that these theories as well as their most recent developments are based on several erroneous views: (1) Most of them have sprung from a failure to connect the three leading Biblical ideas, the atonement in God, as a necessity of divine attributes; the reconciliation on earth, as vindicating the rectorial justice of God; and the exhibition of the redemption to man. (2) The idea which undervalues the nature of sin and the personality of God. It fails to measure any theory of the atonement by the following system in Biblical terminology: Christ is the Mediator, in whose person is exhibited the reconciliation between God and man, which was wrought out by the sacrifice of His life, and thereby propitiated God in respect to sin, and procured remission for all men who would appropriate it by faith.

III. THE PRESENT STATE quo of the THEORY.

The theory in its present state, where its conclusions are dared to be stated, eliminates every essential characteristic of Christian theology. In modernistic circles the basic idea of God tends more toward that of dr familiar and pantheistic, rather than the Christian personalistic God. Or speculative theism makes of God a Personalist uninterested in the manifestation of Himself to mankind, who has turned the universe over to the workings and control of secondary laws or principles. In such a scheme there is no ground laid for the idea of the Christian love of God for man as a sinner.

The Christ of this view is not the Son of God, the only-begotten. His pre-existence is denied; as also His miraculous conception and birth, His human miraculous power, His resurrection and His ascension into heaven. Christ is thought to be man, ruled to the highest power of goodness and spirituality. He is a prophet supreme among men, but not a Savior. His death was a mistake, and by using wisdom, which He should have done, He could have averted His crucifixion. Man, according to this modern theory of the atonement, is not a fallen sinner, whose nature is reversed, and as much He does not stand in need of any forgiveness of his sins. The moral government, conceived by the former theologians to be the workings of God, is now resolved into the mechanistic natural laws which control the universe, and as such do not demand the punishment of man's infractions. Sin, instead of being a transgression of the moral government, and the laws of such is but a biological maladjustment; it is neither blasphemous nor such as demands a forgiveness. Thus the blood of Christ is not the means of procuring salvation from sin. From this viewpoint of modernism, first, there is no God whose wrath, justice or moral government demands satisfaction. Second, there is no divine Christ, whose work of mediation and reconciliation is shown through His necessary death on the cross. Third, sin does not require forgiveness, but rather transgression of the moral law of God. This is the modern statement of the moral influence theory of the atonement in a nutshell. It is seen to be a complete denial of every doctrine of the Bible and the Church.

To reach such conclusions several items have contributed. First, there was the natural anti-supernaturalistic assumption concerning the inspiration of the Old Testament, particularly the Pentateuch, wherein is laid the foundation of the Christian doctrine of the fall of man and of the atonement, and of the transgression of the moral law of God. This is the modern statement of the moral influence theory of the atonement in a nutshell. It is seen to be a complete denial of every doctrine of the Bible and the Church.

To reach such conclusions several items have contributed. First, there was the natural anti-supernaturalistic assumption concerning the inspiration of the Old Testament, particularly the Pentateuch, wherein is laid the foundation of the Christian doctrine of the fall of man and of the transgression of the moral law of God. This is the modern statement of the moral influence theory of the atonement in a nutshell. It is seen to be a complete denial of every doctrine of the Bible and the Church.

To reach such conclusions several items have contributed. First, there was the natural anti-supernaturalistic assumption concerning the inspiration of the Old Testament, particularly the Pentateuch, wherein is laid the foundation of the Christian doctrine of the fall of man and of the transgression of the moral law of God. This is the modern statement of the moral influence theory of the atonement in a nutshell. It is seen to be a complete denial of every doctrine of the Bible and the Church.

To reach such conclusions several items have contributed. First, there was the natural anti-supernaturalistic assumption concerning the inspiration of the Old Testament, particularly the Pentateuch, wherein is laid the foundation of the Christian doctrine of the fall of man and of the transgression of the moral law of God. This is the modern statement of the moral influence theory of the atonement in a nutshell. It is seen to be a complete denial of every doctrine of the Bible and the Church.
the punishment of sin for man. It also furnishes no escape from the sufferings and death of Christ. Then why should the innocent suffer for the sins of the many, were He not hereby: forming a reconciliation between God and man, the offended and the offender?

The latest developments of this theory, as seen in the works of Horace Bushnell, Schleiermacher and Albrecht Ritschl, add several distinctive points, but they leave it, nevertheless, the moral influence theory of the atonement. Bushnell adds the idea that the virtue of Christ's work lay in its authentic manifestation of God, through the most effective means, that of a vicarious suffering. Nothing else was needed than this mere manifestation, since the offense lay not in God but entirely in man. Divine love alone set the Son to die, and through this manifestation of love and its influence on the life of man, the atonement was made. Sin, then, is not guilt, but mere offense, not stain in character, but a waywardness.

God is not offended; His law is not broken; only man steps aside; and through the right influence on man's will He is enabled to come back to God for satisfaction. This view denies a guilt and the attributes of God, and especially that of love.

Schleiermacher denies any satisfaction to God by substitution. He puts in its place the influence of Christ's personality on men, so that they recognize and exorcise themselves. Christ's consciousness is that He and God are one is sufficient in its influence to impart this consciousness to others, and thus to make Christ the Mediator and Savior. The thought of ransom, satisfaction, restitution, compensation, he makes to be wholly Jewish, and with no place in Christian dogma. He regards this as impossible to any other than narrow-minded people. He lacks a sense of the guilt of man and of the nature of sin, as well as of the holiness of God, that would make necessary any type of substitution or reconciliation.

Ritschl is the most recent representative of the moral influence theory in Germany. He lacks a seriousness in his view of sin. He regards the sense of guilt as an illusion which it is the part of Christ to dispel. With this there is an inadequate recognition of the fact that Christ's practical denial of His pre-existence and work of objective atonement. Many Ritschlans deny both the miraculous conception and bodily resurrection of Jesus. He is the Word of God only as He reveals the things of God to man. In other words, this view throws over all the historic body of the teachings of the Church concerning the nature of Christ, His work of redemption, and results in a limited view of Christian theology.

These more recent views are open to the same criticism as the first Scholastic. They misrepresent the nature of the Scripture atonement, or reconciliation, contradicting the plain teaching of the Bible as to the necessity of an atonement to satisfy the justice of God. They wrench from their meaning what scripture speaks of Christ reconciling the world unto Himself through His death on the cross. They confine the influence of the atonement wholly to those who have heard of it; thus excluding the patriarchs and the heathen.

Pepe remarks that these theories as well as their most recent developments are based on several erroneous views: (1) Most of them have sprung from a failure to connect the three leading biblical ideas, the atonement in God, as a necessity of divine attributes; the reconciliation on earth, as vindicating the rectorous justice of God; and the exhibition of the redemption to man. (2) The idea which undervalue the nature of sin and of the personality of man. It is well to measure any theory of the atonement by the following system in biblical terminology: Christ is the Mediator, in whose person is exhibited the reconciliation between God and man, which was wrought out by the sacrifice of His life, and thereby propitiated God in respect to sin, and procured redemption for all men who would appropriate it by faith.

III. The Present Status of the Theory. The theory in its present state, where its conclusions are dared to be stated, eliminates every essential characteristic of Christian theology. If modernistic circles the big idea of God is no more toward that of demon or even pantheism, rather than the Christian personal God, or speculative theologians make out God to be a personless and uninterested in the manifestation of Himself to mankind, who has turned the universe over to the workings and control of secondary laws or principles. In such a scheme there is no ground laid for the idea of the Christian love of God for man as a sinner.

Christ. In this view of the atonement is not the Son of God, the only-begotten, His pre-existence is denied; also His miraculous conception and birth, His manly miraculous power, His resurrection and His ascension into heaven. Christ is thought to be man, raised to the highest power of goodness and spirituality. He is a prophet supreme among men, but not a Savior. His death was a mistake, and by using wisdom, which He should have done, He could have averted His crucifixion. Man, according to this modernistic theory of the atonement, is not a fallen sinner, whose nature is depraved, and as such he does not stand in need of any forgiveness of his sins. The moral government, conceived by the former theologians to be the workings of God, is now resolved into the mechanistic natural laws which control the universe, and as such does not demand the punishment of man's infractions. Sin, instead of being a transgression of the moral government and the laws of such is but a biological maladjustment; it is neither blameworthy nor such as demands a forgiveness. Thus the blood of Christ is not the means of procuring salvation from sin. From this viewpoint of modernism, first, there is no God whose wrath, justice or moral government demands satisfaction. Second, there is no divine Christ, whose work of mediation and reconciliation is shown through His necessary death on the cross. Third, sin does not need forgiveness. Further, there is not a transgression of the moral law of God. This is the modern state-ment of the moral influence theory of the atonement in a nutshell. It is seen to be a complete, denial of every dogma of the Bible and the Church.

To reach such conclusions several items have contributed. First, there was the natural anti-supernaturalist assumption concerning the inspiration of the Old Testament, particularly the Pentateuch, wherein is laid the foundation of the Christian doctrine of the fall of man and of the first necessity of an atonement. Then this view spread to include the prophets with their exalted ideas of the righteousness of God which demanded holiness or moral rectitude in man. Next, this blighting doctrine seared the problems of the New Testament with true German skepticism aided by American and British scholars, and resolved the conception and birth story of Christ into a myth, making out of the statement of John concerning the pre-existence of the Word, which is Christ, but a reflection of the philosophical principles of Plato and the Greek philosophers. From this was demanded a reconstruction of the basic principles of New Testament religion on rationalistic lines, until the result is that every essential idea of New Testament Christianity is absolutely denied or abrogated. All that remains is a rational scheme of morality, not in the least superior to that of all philosophers as Kant and Hegel, as a substitute for the Christianity of Christ and the apostles.

IV. Circles Within This View Flourish. 1. Among the seminaries which hold to modernistic theology in contradistinction to orthodox Christian theology and scholarship—such seminaries as the Union Theological School, San Francisco, and the Pacific Theological Institute, etc.—will return to the pupil inoculated with this emasculated view of the atonement, and that they will fail to stress the necessity of salvation from sin.

When the seminary loses faith in the Bible, In Christ, and in salvation; and views sins as maladjustment not culpable, then the church must suffer in vital spiritual power and force. This is the case with the seminary and the church of the present day.

This is likewise seen in such theologians as those which compose the more recent works in the field of systematic theology. When the International Theological Library was first projected the idea of Driver, as reflecting German radical critics, had not yet found its full flower in the realm of theology, and as a result one sees in this series only here and there reflection of the more advanced critical view. But when the modern writers from the seminaries who despire the inspiration of the Bible compose theological, it is true that the work among people. As a result one sees in this series only here and there reflections of the most advanced critical view. But when the modern writers from the seminaries who despise the inspiration of the Bible compose theological, it is true that the work among people.
the most radical type of criticism is discernible. The magazine devoted to theology is a reflection of the teachings of the seminary and its professors, and a forerunner of the books to be written in the field.

3. In the pulpit this view holds sway where the minister is in any way imbued with the spirit of modernism. Here one finds the minister speaking lightly of the great doctrines of the Church. In the modern church, unless true to the fundamentals of the faith, one hears but little of the theological background. Practically nothing is said of sin; the necessity of conversion, through repentance and faith; and similar doctrines are passed over in the mad rush to be popular.

4. In any organization wherein modernism is the basic theological tenet one will find that this conception of the atonement holds sway. Whether this be in such organizations as the Religious Education Association, the seminary or the ecclesiastical organization of the churches, it makes no difference, but the foundation of these is the theory that man is not fallen and hence needed no atonement, and as a result education is substituted for doctrine, with the result that the people are nonchalantly fed on a diet of food which is repulsive in its character.

5. It doubtless does not need to be said that modern Unitarianism, whether in the church by that name or in any other church—for Unitarians judge themselves on the fact that there are hundreds of Unitarians preaching in other churches—holds to the strictest interpretation of this Socinian view, with the many changes which have been made during the years.

VI. The Theology of Tomorrow. As the tendency now is, the theology of tomorrow will be one which is so dissimilar from that of the past centuries of Christian doctrine that in no manner will it be identical with the same. Even Harnack, the German rationalist, writes in his "History of Dogma," "Socinianism has at bottom set aside Christianity as a religion. Guilt and penalty, faith and grace, are concepts which are only saved by incertitudes—of regard for the New Testament—from being wholly eliminated" (III, p. 691). Gradually this Socinian view, combining the worst of Socinianism with that of Pelagianism, and aborted by the modern critical spirit, which views nothing as inspired, or sacred, is sweeping the field of Christian thought, reshaping its doctrines, eliminating the ideals of justice and punishment, of reconciliation, atonement and forgiveness. The result is that the theology of the present day thinkers is one which is a combination of related errors of the past, speculative theism, and a rationalistic system of ethics and morals, wholly without God's divine government and providence. Christ's meritorious death, the fallen state of man's nature, and the guilt and culpability of sin. Every spiritual movement, as Hodge declares, has been initiated under such doctrines, and the modern Church must have a revitalization of her spiritual life through a reaffirmation of these elemental doctrines of the Holy Scriptures. Without it, there will be no revival of holy power, through which men will realize that in the sight of a just and holy God they are sinners, and that through the merits of Christ's atoning blood they can be pardoned.

4. The Church must realize that the declarations of the Bible are true, inspired and effectual for our age. There is no escaping the logic of the Bible in demanding an atonement by the blood of Christ for the sins of men whereby God is reconciled to man, and man may thereby be forgiven. If the Bible be true, these doctrines are likewise veracious. There is no eliminating of the doctrine of the atonement, except by either denying the inspiration of the Bible, or by wresting the scripture texts, and reading meanings into them which are not present.

5. There is a further need of basing our theological tenets upon the plain declarations of the Bible, and of testing them by the Word of God.

The modern theology is based upon rationalism, and is not tested by the Bible, nor is it felt to be responsible to the Bible for its statements of dogmas. This error is vital in the destroying of the faith. The Bible is the source of theology. The doctrinal teachings of the first centuries of the Church were the elucidation of Bible texts, and never will theology be true until it stands the tests of the Bible. This need also is seen in testing the dogmas of the modern Church by the historic creeds of Christendom. After all it is true, as Schleiermacher, that there are some minds and teachers of the past to whom God has given an understanding of theology and their positions will never be better stated by any age, and their doctrines will never be successfully refuted by any group of thinkers. The Bible, historic creeds and historic theology form the testing standards to be applied to the dogmas of the modern Church.

6. The modern age demands a more full and complete statement and study of the history of dogma. The roots of theology are in the Bible, and the trunk and branches of the same are found in historical theology. To fully appreciate the value of any doctrine one must be acquainted with its historic developments, the heroes which it was forced to meet, the peculiar slants and tendencies which the doctrine took in each age, and the men who were its chief defenders during the centuries. Then theology begins to take on flesh and blood, and much of its mucky dryness is lost.

PITTSBURGH, PA.
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PASTORAL THEOLOGY

By A. M. Hillis

Chapter VIII. The Minister's Health

Beloved, I pray that in all things thou mayest prosper and be in health, even as thy soul prospers (3 John 1, R.V.).

THE aged apostle was concerned about his beloved convert's health of body, as well as health of soul. God has a sanctifying blessing that provides for "spirit, soul, and body"—making all holy. Holiness means wholeness, health.

We have called attention to the minister's spiritual nature, and to his mind. Now we would consider the importance and conditions of his health.

1. Christianity does not neglect the body; for "it is the temple of the Holy Spirit" (1 Cor. 6:19). The body is more than a body; she is a temple of the Holy Spirit. We have a call to be perfect, and it means vastly more than many suppose. The body is the home of the soul; and man is wondrously influenced by his dwelling place. We are not set up to the dreary alternative of being a puny saint, or a re-
bust dinner, a lean wise man or a fat fool. A call to speak is a call to be at our best in the whole range of our being, a standing illustration of what the religion of Christ can make of a man whom God indwells.

We are to represent Christ to a sick and dying humanity, struck through and through with diseases which sin has implanted in us. What a picture Christ as an invalid? His perfect health suggested hope and healing in every invalid's chamber, and so should we. Thus the preacher's body, as well as his soul, is a factor of success in all his ministrations.

Dr. Kent writes: "Ten thousand sermons every Sunday are made feeble by feeble nerves, or heavy by heavy limbs, or repellant by acidity of the stomach. Ten thousand are sweetened and vivified by the pure tone of physical vitality in the preacher. Health is that physical state in which all the organs harmoniously perform their functions. Above all else it is nervous energy; to be predigested which is suicidal. Health is painlessness and vitality. We want enough of it not simply to keep us off the sick list, but to make it a joy to our brethren, or give us an inspiration and an invitation to others.

What served God had in the olden days? Moses, inspired by forty years of toil in the desert, and called at eighty to shepherd the people of God; forty years in the wilderness and bear their child-ness and complaints and sins, and at 120 years still a giant warrior for God, "with eye undimmed and natural force unabated." And there was Samuel, guiding the destinies of a nation from boyhood to riper age, carrying the burden of their backslidings and sins on his mind and heart through all the years. And what shall we say of Elijah and Jeremiah and Daniel—heroes all—incarnations of piety and endurance, who could carry colonial burdens of state, and outlive kings and dynasties and empires.

Jesus might have chosen a dozen soft-palmed, lily-fingered sons of priests to be His board of apostles. But no! He went down to the sea and called some brawny-muscled, horned-handled fishermen, men used to pulling the ears in the teeth of the storms on Galilee. The work of planning the kingdom of God in that first century was too stern a task for soft-handed gentlemen. It was broad-chested, deep-voiced men that Jesus wanted, who could face a stormy Jerusalem mob of ten thousand men and win three thousand or five

thousand converts for Christ. It took strength of mind and heart and lungs to win the battles of the Lord in those stormy times, and then, as always, God had His picked men.

We think of St. Paul as a weak, sickly man. Doubtless he was small like Sir Isaac Newton and John Wesley; and he had "a thorn in the flesh," bleary eyes, or whatever it was; but that he was a perfect invalid there is overwhelming evidence against it. Invalids could not say what he said of himself or endure what he endured. "Are they ministers of Christ? I am more: in labours more abundant, in stripes above measure, in prisons more frequent, in deaths oft. Of the Jews, five times received I forty stripes save one. Thrice was I beaten with rods, once was I stoned, thrice I suffered shipwreck, a night and a day I have been in the deep; in journeyings often, in perils of waters, in perils of robbers, in perils by mine own countrymen, in perils by the heathen, in perils by the city, in perils in the wilderness, in perils in the sea, in perils among false brethren; in weariness and painfulness, in watchings often, in hunger and thirst, in fastings often, in cold and nakedness. Besides those things that are without, which those which are within, warring with my spirit and my mind." Thus God was able to make Paul to be a servant of the churches. This was vastly more than any invalid could endure, and he still had enough vitality left to trudge the long Appian Way to Rome with fire in his eye and conquest in his soul, and make himself such a terror to evil doers that the devil had to kill him to get rid of his all-conquering personality.

Think of Luther, whose words were half battles, who trod the field of his age like a mailed giant, the sound of whose footfall was heard all the way to Rome, and made popes tremble! No invalid was he. The magnetic influence of his masterful life is still marching on like an army with banners.

Think of Wesley who, after a life of incredible activity and achievement, could write in his journal on his eighty-fifth birthday that he feels "no such thing as a relict, though the help of God, could get me, to say, I am age. Bowels (formerly supposed to be the seat of the emotions) would give to the intellectual effort sympathy, patious and tenderness, without which preaching would not succeed. Belief has long been regarded as producing power of voice and endurance, so supremely important, if one is to be an effective orator.

2. Also, in pastoral work—calling on the sick, praying with the dying, comforting the bereaved and heartbroken, pointing the convicted and the despairing to the only Savior who can save and heal—how important it is to carry about in your own person an example of the health and rest, and peace and joy of a great salvation. The holy touch of the pastor's sympathy and love will interpret Christ to them as nothing else will, and, in the way of Rome with fire in his eye and conquest in his soul, and make himself such a terror to evil doers that the devil had to kill him to get rid of his all-conquering personality.

Think of Luther, whose words were half battles, who trod the field of his age like a mailed giant, the sound of whose footfall was heard all the way to Rome, and made popes tremble! No invalid was he. The magnetic influence of his masterful life is still marching on like an army with banners.

Think of Wesley who, after a life of incredible activity and achievement, could write in his journal on his eighty-fifth birthday that he feels "no such thing as a relict, though the help of God, could get me, to say, I am age. Bowels (formerly supposed to be the seat of the emotions) would give to the intellectual effort sympathy, patious and tenderness, without which preaching would not succeed. Belief has long been regarded as producing power of voice and endurance, so supremely important, if one is to be an effective orator.

2. Also, in pastoral work—calling on the sick, praying with the dying, comforting the bereaved and heartbroken, pointing the convicted and the despairing to the only Savior who can save and heal—how important it is to carry about in your own person an example of the health and rest, and peace and joy of a great salvation. The holy touch of the pastor's sympathy and love will interpret Christ to them as nothing else will, and, in the way of Rome with fire in his eye and conquest in his soul, and make himself such a terror to evil doers that the devil had to kill him to get rid of his all-conquering personality.

Think of Luther, whose words were half battles, who trod the field of his age like a mailed giant, the sound of whose footfall was heard all the way to Rome, and made popes tremble! No invalid was he. The magnetic influence of his masterful life is still marching on like an army with banners.

Think of Wesley who, after a life of incredible activity and achievement, could write in his journal on his eighty-fifth birthday that he feels "no such thing as a relict, though the help of God, could get me, to say, I am age. Bowels (formerly supposed to be the seat of the emotions) would give to the intellectual effort sympathy, patious and tenderness, without which preaching would not succeed. Belief has long been regarded as producing power of voice and endurance, so supremely important, if one is to be an effective orator.

2. Also, in pastoral work—calling on the sick, praying with the dying, comforting the bereaved and heartbroken, pointing the convicted and the despairing to the only Savior who can save and heal—how important it is to carry about in your own person an example of the health and rest, and peace and joy of a great salvation. The holy touch of the pastor's sympathy and love will interpret Christ to them as nothing else will, and, in the way of Rome with fire in his eye and conquest in his soul, and make himself such a terror to evil doers that the devil had to kill him to get rid of his all-conquering personality.

Think of Luther, whose words were half battles, who trod the field of his age like a mailed giant, the sound of whose footfall was heard all the way to Rome, and made popes tremble! No invalid was he. The magnetic influence of his masterful life is still marching on like an army with banners.
for lost time. Finally, with excited nerves and congested brain and exhausted body, they try to allow their mind's eye to see, their body to feel, in sleep, a most dangerous expedient. In this direction lies early breakdown, and premature physical collapse.

We know of a minister who once was in the forefront of his profession. But he would carry about with him a sack of the strongest coffee the money could buy, and make for himself cups of coffee as strong as coffee could be made, to keep him awake by the excitement of it while he wrote. In other words, he was nightly drunk on coffee, just as others are drunk on liquor. Now for years he has been in an insane asylum, paying the penalty of sinning against his body. No one can defend nature without paying the price.

2. The preacher must be careful to exercise. It is absolutely essential to health. Just as our youth in the public schools have a recess in the forenoon and in the afternoon for a brief recreation, so the professional man can have Indian clubs and dumbbells, or rubber bands to stretch in his study or office to give him a brief relaxation, change and rest. Then God has given humanity Sunday for a day of rest. But Sunday is the minister's hardest day; he should take Monday for his day of recreation instead.

Furthermore, there is the ministerial vacation which our churches more and more recognize as wise and reasonable. This too should be carefully used to increase the stock of renewed vitality, to be drawn upon only in some unexpected time of need. "Shut your eyes," says Paterson, "to the chief thing that has to be done. This is a grace at times exceedingly difficult to practice; yet it is one main secret of continuance."

3. We must eat and drink to live. But it is a very different thing, to live to eat and drink. That is a crime against both body and soul. It is a title saying that "multitudes dig their graves with their teeth." It would be more truthful to say, "By overeating they prepare the corpses to fill them." We are not to eat or drink merely to tickle a nerve, or gratify a craving. "Whether therefore ye eat, or drink, or whatsoever ye do, do all to the glory of God" (1 Cor. 10:31).

It is a mistake to make either a good preacher or a saint out of a dyspeptic. That physical ailment induces morbidness and spiritual depression and clouds the faith. How can a preacher preach a comforting, uplifting, joy-giving, hope-inspiring sermon while the demon of dyspepsia is growing in his stomach? Napoleon said that armies fought on their stomachs, and Cobbelect declared that "the seat of civilization." God can know how much the success of a minister depends upon this central organ. If he does not watch over it with religious care, it will ring the death-knell of his ministry. I am not a doctor of medicine, but fifty-six years in the ministry have taught me some invaluable lessons which I will impart to the future ministers free of charge.

1. Marry a girl who is as good at cooking as at praying; who can superintend the kitchen as wisely as the prayer-meeting; who has religion and conscience and sense enough not to prepare stuff to pamper abnormal appetites, but to prepare wholesome food to keep you and your family well. Blessed is the minister who has such a helper. He ought to thank God for her every day.

2. You must learn how to run your own machine. What is one man's meat is another man's poison. Your stomach will faithfully send you a warning protest whenever you eat anything that is not good for you. After one or two such kindly warnings, let that man or woman eat a article of food severely alone. People talk about "condiments" and "relishes" and "appetizers" and "spiced picks" and the like. I hate the sight and names of them all. They should all be labeled "stomach destroyers."

3. Cultivate a simple diet and "plain living and high thinking" and proper exercise and you will never lack for appetite. I have practiced what I am writing for three score years, and now at the age of eighty, I have an excellent stomach and such an appetite that I scarcely know what to do with it. I am compelled to keep it in check continually, and I have not had a headache that I can remember in twenty-five years.

Dr. R. W. Dale, lecturing to students at Yale, thought he would like to add to the Ten Commandments of Moses, two more: (1) "Eat enough." (2) "Sleep enough." Dr. Patterson would add, (3) "Chew enough." I would suggest, (4) "Do not eat too much." To a man with a healthy appetite that is the real peril.

As to the amount of sleep necessary, that depends upon the individual. John Wesley said, "Six hours of sleep for a man; seven for a woman; eight for a fool." By long study and experiment, I have found that I belong to the fool class and need eight hours, and from observation I have further learned that my class is very large, very large. I am persuaded that a multitude of worthy ministers have shortened their lives by a sleep. Only very few can be at their best on six hours of sleep.

5. Fifty-seven years ago I read a book written by Dr. Dio Lewis, who was a proprietor of a water cure establishment in Boston. In it he told us that the healthiest way to bathe was to take a hard bath in cold water every morning, and then rub yourself vigorously with a crash towel. I began at once, though it was in cold weather, and with manifest benefit. I have kept it up all these years, and took such a bath this morning. I have such freshness and vigor that strangers guess me to be sixty. I think this, under God, is one of the causes of my unusual preservation. I will add deep breathing as another cause.

6. It is indispensable to good health to keep the liver and eliminating organs active, to carry off the poison and waste of the system. It is not uncommon for men of sedentary habits to neglect themselves in this respect, and greatly lessen the number of their years.

2. A newly elected General Superintendent of ours a few years ago died from the poison of a neglected tooth. I sat on the platform last Sunday with two noble preachers. One of them fell helpless on the floor last summer from the poison of teeth and tonsils, and others of his system, which nearly ended his life. The other preacher told us that he had not lived but one day in eight months without severe pain, largely from similar causes. These may seem to be trifles to many; but trifles often kill people, and then they are not trifles, but momentous realities.

8. Lay aside all filthiness of flesh and spirit, perfecting holiness in the fear of God." The minister is supposed to be a man peculiarly dedicated to the service of God. What right has such a man to destroy by an abnormal, delirious habit, his body, the temple of the Holy Spirit? Probably one hundred thousand ministers in the United States are using tobacco. Yet scientific testimony of the medical profession assures us that the use of tobacco produces nervousness or nervous debility, dyspepsia, disease of the lungs, smokers' sore throat, injuring the voice, the tobacco heart, tobacco blindness, paralyzus and smoker's cancer. Tobacco poisons the blood and afflicts injuriously every particle of the body. In San Francisco one hundred ninety-five cases of leprosy were reported, traceable to cigarettes manufactured by Chinese laquer.

Nobody using tobacco seems to be able to escape accidents and coincidences. The doctors cite the Emperor Frederick and General U. S. Grant, and Senator Ben Hill, "Georgia's greatest son," all dying within a short time, stricken from life and usefulness by a premature death of horror from a cancer in the mouth. So also did William Ives Belding, D.D., of Brooklyn, N. Y. Tobacco also killed the great statesman, Judge Kelly of Philadelphia, and Schuyler Colfax, vice president of the United States, and Grant's great friend, Senator Matt Carpenter of Wisconsin, who was so eloquent that he was called the Daniel Webster of the West. Someone asked, "Who is Matt Carpenter?" The Iacopo reply of a physician was: "Oh, he is dying of twenty cigs a day." The great Charles Spurgeon was an invertebrate tobacco user, a smoker. One evening the noble, Spirit-filled Dr. George Pentecost preached in Spurgeon's pulpit, and dared to suggest that it would be well for preachers to give up tobacco for the glory of God. Spurgeon was indignantly and after Pentecost's sermon, rose and made light of it, and slapped his coat tails, and said, "I am going home and smoke a good cigar for the glory of God." What a fool the devil made of that great man. In process of time the doctors told him he must stop smoking or die. He wouldn't stop and did die fifteen or twenty years before his time. And that foolish remark was caught up by the devil, printed on slips of paper and circulated by the million in the saloons and tobacco shops of the world. Eternity may reveal that that one insane remark did more harm and damned more souls than all that were ever saved by his preaching in all his life. The devil is desperately wicked, but certainly he is no fool. He can do a big preacher and hold a carnival of rejoicing over it in the bottoms pit.

God calls ministers to be safe examples and moral teachers to their generation. Yet many of them are practicing a vice that is sacrificing their Christian influence and leading the youth around them to their ruin. You say you see no harm in the use of tobacco. Tut! You are a sobermoned witness. Your last has decided your judgment, and sufficed your reason and Drugged your own science till you do not want to see, and are willfully blind to your moral shame. I have seen ignorant sinners, scores and scores of them, after my preach-
for lost time. Finally, with excited nerves and congested brain and exhausted body, they try to sleep, but obtain only restless, fitful, unsatisfying slumber. Then some resort to opiates to force sleep, a most dangerous expedient. In this direction lie early breakdown, and premature physical collapse.

We know of a minister who once was in the forefront of his profession. He would carry with him a sack of the strongest coffee that money could buy, and make for himself cups of coffee as strong as coffee could be made, to keep him awake by the excitement of it while he wrote. In other words he was nightly drunk on coffee, just as others are drunk on liquor. Now for years he has been in an insane asylum, paying the penalty of sinning against his body. No one can doubt nature without paying the price.

2. The preacher must be careful to exercise. It is absolutely essential to health. Just as our youth in the public schools have a recess in the forenoon and in the afternoon for a brief recreation, so the professional man can have Indian clubs and dumbbells. If he practices in his spare time or otherwise to give him a healthy relaxation, change, and rest. Then God has given humanity Sunday for a day of rest. But Sunday is the minister's hardest day; he should take Monday for his day of recreation immediately.

Furthermore, there is the ministeral vacation which our churches more and more recognize as wise and reasonable. This too should be carefully used to increase the stock of reserved vitality, to be drawn upon only on some unexpected time of need. "Husband your vitality," says Patton, "for the chief thing that has to be done. This is a grace at times exceedingly difficult to practice; yet it is one main secret of confidence."

3. We must eat and drink to live. But it is a very different thing, to live and eat and drink. That is a crime against both body and soul. It is a trite saying, "multitudes dig their graves with their teeth." It would be more truthful to say, "By overeating they prepare the corpse to fill them." We are not to eat or drink merely to fuddle a nerve, or gratify a craving. There is the case, therefore, of yeat, or drink, or whatsoever ye do, do all to the glory of God! (1 Cor. 10:31).

It is hard to make either a good preacher or a saint out of a dyspeptic. That physical ailment induces nervousness and spiritual depression and clouds the faith. How can a preacher preach a comforting, uplifting, joy-giving, hope-inspiring sermon if the Acmen of dyspepsia is growing in his stomach? Napoleon said that armies fought on their stomachs, and Cobbe1t declared that "the seat of civilization is the stomach." Only God can know how much the success of a minister depends upon this central organ. If he does not watch over it with religious care, his physical system is in danger of a water-cure establishment in Boston. In it he told us that the healthiest way to bathe was to take a hard bath in cold water every morning, and then rub yourself vigorously with a towel. I began at once, though it was in cold weather, and with manifest benefit. I have kept it up all these years, and took such a bath this morning. I have such freshness and vigor that strangers guess me to be sixty. I think this, under God, is one of the causes of my unusual preservation. I will add deep breathing as another cause.

6. It is indispensable to good health to keep the liver and eliminating organs active to carry off the poison and waste of the system. It is not uncommon for men of sedentary habits to neglect themselves in this respect, and greatly lessen the power of the organ forever.

7. A newly elected General Superintendent of ours a few years ago died from the poison of a neglected tooth. I sat on the platform last Sunday with two noble preachers. One of them fell helpless on the floor but summer from the poison of teeth and tonsils, and other toxic poison of his system, which nearly ended his life. The other preacher told us that he had not lived but one day in eight months without severe pain, largely from similar causes. These may seem to be trifles to many; but trifles often kill people, and then they are not trifles but momentous.

8. "Lay aside all the filthiness of flesh and spirit, perfecting holiness in the fear of God." The minister is supposed to be a man peculiarly dedicated to the service of God. With right has such a man to destroy by an abnormal, delirious habit, his body, the temple of the Holy Spirit?

Probably one hundred thousand ministers in the United States are using tobacco. Yet scientific testimony of the medical profession assures us that the use of tobacco is one of the greatest poisoners or nervous or nervous debility, dyspepsia, disease of the lungs, smokers' sore throat, injuring the voice, the tobacco heart, tobacco blindness, paralysis and smoker's cancer. Tobacco poisons the blood and affects injuriously every particle of the body. In San Francisco one hundred ninety-five cases of eyegroup were reported, traceable to cigarettes manufactured by Chinese brigs.

Nobody using tobacco seems to be able to escape this aweful scourge. Think of such men as the Emperor Frederick and General U. S. Grant, and Senator Ben Hill, "Georgia's greatest son," all dying within a short time, matched from life and usefulness by a premature death of horror from a cancer in the mouth. So also died William Ives Huntington, D.D., of Brooklyn, N. Y. Tobacco also killed the great statesman, Judge Kelly of Philadelphia, and Schuyler Colfax, vice president of the United States, and Grant's great friend, Senator Mat Carpenter of Wisconsin, who was so eloquent that he was called the Daniel Webster of the West. Someone asked, "What ails Mat Carpenter?" The laconic reply of a physician was, "Oh, he is dying of twenty tears a day."

The great Charles Spurgeon was an inveterate tobacco user, a smoker. One evening the noble, Spirit-filled Dr. George Peacock preached in Spurgeon's pulpit, and dared to suggest that it would be well for preachers to give up tobacco for the interest of God. Spurgeon, after great reflection, said, "I am going home and smoke a good cigar for the glory of God." What a fool the devil made of that great man. In process of time, he must stop smoking or die. He wouldn't stop and did die fifteen or twenty years before his time. And that foolish remark was caught up by the devil, printed on slips of paper and circulated by the million in the saloons and tobacco shops of the world. Eternity may reveal that that insane remark did more harm and dummed more souls than all that were ever saved by his preaching in all his life. The devil is desperately wicked, but certainly he is no fool. He can do a big preacher and hold a carnival of rejoicing over it in the bottomless pit.

God calls ministers to be safe examples and moral teachers to their generation. Yet many of them are practicing a vice that is sacrificing their Christian influence and leading the youth around them to their rule. You say you see no harm in the use of tobacco. Tut! You are a subterranean witness. Your lust has clouded your judgment, and stupified your reason and drugged your conscience till you do not want to see, and are willfully blind to your moral shame. I have seen ignorant almsmen, score of and scores of them, after my preaching...
ing, come to the altar, and pull out of their pockets their pouches and plugs of tobacco and pipes and give them to me, and then find God. What made them do it? I had not mentioned tobacco in my preaching. What or who had convicted them of the sin of using it? It was the Holy Spirit, and he would convict you too if you did not make yourself deaf to his voice.

Abraham Lincoln, in his immortal speech against the evils of slavery used to deliver his argument and then say, "Gentlemen, in this great question between right and wrong, between justice and injustice, between liberty and oppression, there is no other side." So I say, the testimony of science and human experience is overwhelmingly against the use of tobacco as an unmitigated evil, a fool blotted on Christian civilization, and a curse to the race. Ministers, there is no other side. And when you follow this habit and defend this vice in this enlightened age, you make yourselves a moral stench in the nostrils of thoughtful people, and a holy God. The harm you are doing and the souls you are damning only the judgment that awaits you.

9. The American Magazine for March, 1873, has an article on "That Tired Feeling, and How to Get Rid of It"—an interview with Dr. Harvey Kellogg of Battle Creek Sanitarium, the greatest in the world. They have treated fifty thousand people for this very ailment. The doctor tells us that few are tired through overwork. Work has nothing to do with chronic weariness, either of body or mind. It is not nervous exhaustion; it is nerve piling from self-intoxication of brain cells, caused by bad living.

He claims that certain foods produce too much acid in the system, acids. "If a person has high blood pressure or diseased kidneys he should eat sparingly of foods producing high acidity. And in passing, let me say that a nonacid diet is the best for people in middle life—it helps to hold old age at bay. Here is a partial list of acid producing foods in the order of their acid content: egg yolks, oysters, round beef free from fat, dried beef, salted codfish, chicken, turkeys, entire wheat flour, oatmeal.

"Unless these (acid) poisons are rapidly removed the cause exhaustion. In order to prevent the accumulation of acids the blood and tissues are slightly alkaline. It is the function of the kidneys to remove acids and thus maintain this constant alkalinity of the blood stream. The urine of a healthy person should be slightly acid; but I have met with many of these chronically tired persons whose urine was fifty times as acid as it should be. How could they help being tired?

"Now the excess of alkalai over acids in the blood is known as the alkalai reserve, and is of vital importance. When there is a normal alkali reserve, the acid toxins are effectively neutralized; but when the reserve is diminished, we have fatigue, inefficiency, shortness of breath, and other symptoms of auto-intoxication. The following list of basic or alkaline foods, in the order of their alkaline content, should be used freely by persons who desire to maintain a normal chemical balance, and a healthy condition of the system:

Dried Figs
Beans, Dried Lima
Beans, Soy
Garbanzos
Spinach
Rutabagas
Varied, Dried
Chard
Lima Beans, Fresh
Rutabagas
Almonds
Parsnips
Dates
Carrots.

"We now know beyond all doubt or controversy, that in order to keep healthy and efficient, and even that tired feeling, the alkal reserve must at all times be well maintained. Work has little to do with the tired feeling caused by low alkali reserve. Rest may in many cases even make the tired person worse by improving poor elimination. The tired man's salvation lies in a diet.

"People who are tired because of the blood acid toxins (poisons) always floating, always circulating in their blood vessels, get high blood pressure through the irritating effects of these poisons on the walls of the blood vessels. A diet in which acid-producing foods predominate and neglect of the colon are probably the two greatest causes of premature old age."

Here I put the question, "Would fasting do the tired man any good?"

"No," he replied emphatically. "People who fast are going without food as they think. They are living on an extreme meat diet; namely, their own flesh. The effect of fasting is not to purify the body and blood, but the very opposite."

"But what about people who want to reduce their weight?"

"They should eat good full meals like sensible people. Their diet, however, should be low in fats and carbohydrates, but at the same time rich in iron, lime and vitamins. They should eat cereals very sparingly and without sugar or cream. They should eat liberal quantities of spinach, carrots, beets, string beans, cabbage, lettuce, celery, and an abundance of fruits, especially melons. A reducing diet should consist chiefly of bulky foodstuffs that have low nutritive value.

"Lean people who desire to gain weight need the reverse of the reducing diet and often are benefited by specially fattening foods.

"Another potent cause of weariness is intestinal stasis or chronic constipation. By the use of proper foods such as dates, tamarinds, bulr vegetables and the like, accomplished by proper exercises, a satisfactory elimination can be maintained.

"Another thing that would greatly benefit the tired man would be to learn to sit erect in his chair with a support or cushion behind his back, his abdomen drawn in, his shoulders relaxed and his chest well up. Sifting all crumpled up, compendious, and insufficient, he were to overdo this, but in a slow, regular, deep breathing, and limiting deep breathing, are national sins. I have seen wonderful transformations worked on tired down-and-out men and women, merely by correcting their bad posture.

"Again, factories and offices and homes are often too hot and too dry, and not half ventilated. A temperature of sixty-eight degrees with a humidity of seventy has been found to be the best temperature for both mental and physical work. If this temperature is not comfortable, more clothes are needed.

"For tired and nervous people a bath in water from ninety-two to ninety-five degrees, inclusive, is helpful. The water soaks the nerves and washes out the fatigue poisons. For promoting sleep it is the most restful thing known, and is better than the most successful sedative.

"Now I make no apology for making such extended use of this important reference to this famous specialist on health. If my readers do not like it, they may pass it by, and go on with their weariness and aches and pains and physical decadence, and weakness and be prematurely gathered to their fathers in middle life. But blessed is the man who brings forth fruit in old age; and of whom God says, "With long life will I satisfy him, and show him my salvation."

It is easy to tell us that Calvin, Baxter and Tholuck, were invalids, and "did their work along the brinks of the valley of death," that Bernard of Clairvaux was the most influential Christian of his day, and yet with health so broken by the asceticism of self-discipline as to be "a wretched, inviolate in all his public life. Robert H. Mayer spent most of his life in heroic endurance of disease" and often preached leaning hard against the pulpit to steady pain; that Fletcher of Matfield was a consumptive; that "Francis Asbury had headaches, toothaches, chills, fevers, and sore throats for his traveling companions." "Spurgeon was hardly ever well, and sometimes hobbled in agony to his pulpit." But we answer that each of these men was one in millions in will power and unconquerable determination; and if they could accomplish to much in invalidism, how much more could they have achieved in health.

God wants us to yield to Him in consecration and service all our bodily powers—all we have and all we are; and all we may become. That is what He calls us into being for, that we may serve and glorify Him. People buy automobiles. One person looks after and cares for his. He listens to the sound of the machinery. If any part is not working right, he knows it and cares for it; and that machine will still be valuable after it has rendered a hundred thousand miles of service. Another machine is mismanaged and ruined the first five thousand miles. Ever after it is an old, worn-out machine.

It is so with human bodies. We are the glory of God's creation, "wonderfully and wonderfully made"—to be indwelt by God himself. Some young men drive their bodies at a killing pace by self-indulgence and are ready for the undertaker's lynch rope at twenty. Others worry along and are spent and done at thirty. A few sinners manage to last till forty, and drop into a dishonored grave. But the wise live according to the God-given laws of their being. In food, in sleep, in breathing. In exercise, in all physical and mental and spiritual habits, they strive to honor and observe the laws of God. And God honors them with the blessing of health. They discard late hours. They sleep for recuperation, not for self-indulgence. They conscientiously avoid all manner of dissipation and base indulgence. They eat and drink for the glory of God. Consequently he watches over them for good, and sees to it that "their leaf shall not wither, that they shall bear fruit in their season, and whatsoever they do shall prosper."
Let American Patriots Take Notice

Dr. H. E. Woolever, editor of The National Methodist Press, at Washington, D. C., gives forth some remarkable information. Dr. Woolever, writing in the Christian Advocate, New York, says that a party from Tryon, N. C., wrote asking him the following question: "I have many friends who have spoken highly to me of your articles. The public does not get these facts from any of the daily press. Why is this?"

Dr. Woolever gives important information that ought to make every American patriot sit up and take notice. In answer to the question Dr. Woolever says:

"The daily press in most cases does not print the facts if such facts might be undesirable to certain organized groups. In the March 8 issue of The Christian Advocate is reprinted the present plan of which the Jesuits are nowashilling for all localities whereby a group of three (a Truth Society) may put out of business a daily paper which tells the truth, if the truth is not pleasant.

"Within the fortnight, a lecturer presented a three-inch paid announcement of a lecture to a well-known Washington daily. It read: "'Atenion, Everyone! Neva Miller Moss will lecture at the Washington Auditorium, Senator Thomas Hel- lin will be there. Will you?' This is a reminder simply announced music, time and price. When the ad, reached the higher authorities of the paper, the husband of the lecturer received a telephone summons to come for the reason of his money. He was informed that the paper could not run the ad, as those who did not wish to have this lady lecture were organized to act. The speaker had lectured in other cities on her experiences while a nun and a resident of the House of the Good Shepherd. The senator mentioned had made some speeches in the upper house of congress which were not liked by the same group. The daily dared not print such a simple announcement as the above for fear of a boycott. Sir, this is not a problem of the free press, as you may readily see.

"The present official's of this prosperous daily recalled, doubtless, that in 1912 there was a prominent newspaper in the national capital which printed the report of the death of a girl who attempted to escape from the House of the Good Shepherd in Washington. A query was raised as to why she should attempt to escape. A boycott followed and that daily is no more, except as found in files of the back numbers in the Congressional Library. On February 11, 1928, the call went forth to repeat such methods if a daily paper dares to raise any question about Houses of the Good Shepherd, or any activity under the same general organization, with this Jesuit warning: 'History often repeats itself.' Thus a great paper here in the capital is brought to a position where it says, 'Take back your money,' and thereby virtually admits that it is muzzled. To have the daily press of America fearing to speak freely is more dangerous to liberty in America than the invasion of all the armies of Europe.

"We are informed that a bill is now being prepared for presentation to Congress, asking for a law permitting public officials to inspect Houses of the Good Shepherd. We are not prepared to speak as to the merit of such a bill, but we have no question as to the struggle hold now tightening on the secular press.'"

Likeness to Christ

The highest revelations of the New Testament are intensely practical. Its light is at once set to work. The profoundest things that the Bible has to say are said here, and we may know only now, that but the knowing we may do, and do because we are. If you expect, and expecting, hope to be like Jesus Christ yerder, you will be trying your best to be like Him here. It is not the new, purifying influence of hope that is talked about, but it is the specific influence of this one, the hope of ultimate assimilation to Christ leading to strenuous efforts, each a partial resemblance to Him, here and now.

Do not fancy that there is any magic in collars and shrouds to make men different from their former selves. The continuity runs clear on, the rail goes through without a break, though it goes through the Mount, Cenis tunnel; and on the one side is the cold of the North, and on the other the sunny South. The man is the same man through death and beyond.

So the one link between sainthood here and likeness to Christ hereafter is this link of present strenuous effort to become like Him day by day in personal purity. It is the pure in heart that shall see God in Christ—A admonish McLafferty.

"In My Father's House Are Many Mansions" A story is told of a mountain climber who was overtaken by a heavy snowstorm. After wandering blindly about for many hours, he was about to give up the struggle and was sinking down into what would have been his last slumber when a picture of his home flashed into his mind. "I must see my home again," he thought, and the thought gave him new will power. He arose, stumbled on with the last of his reserve strength and succeeded in reaching an inn. The thought of his home had saved him.

"In my Father's house are many mansions," Jesus told His troubled disciples, "and I am going there to prepare a place for you." What did He mean? The thought of home, where God and Christ are, where Christ will receive us unto Himself, has given courage and strength to Christians on their journey through life, and has enabled them to live as seeing Him who is invisible. Had there not been such a home, what did Jesus say He would have done?

The Great Deliverer

There is no sickness but there is a balm; there is no storm but soon must come a calm; there is no broken heart but can be healed; no harsh earth-noise but can in peace be stilled; no deep bereavement but shall find relief—Deeper and greater than was o'er the grief; no bitter wall but shall give way to song; no way so dark but light shall break ere long; no sufferer whose sufferings may not cease, no prisoner who may not find release; no earthly sorrow but hath its reward—If only we will wait and trust the Lord.

Almost too Late

Dr. J. B. Earle was a noted evangelist of the Baptist church, who did such thorough work toward the close of the last century. Dr. Earle relates this following incident: "I was in a meeting in New York. One of my best hearers was Postmaster Wilkinson. But he would not decide until the last day and last hour and last few minutes. Then he fairly ran to the altar and was saved. He put his name on my book and wrote, "All the rest of my life for Christ Jesus.' He went out on the street and to his business and lived just forty-five minutes? Oh, if he had come thirty years before! He lived by hope, but at last 'he turned his feet and made haste to observe the commandments.' Just in time to find a willing Christ.'"

The Golden Rule in Business

Arthur Nash of Cincinnati, generally known as "Golden Rule" Nash, died a little time back at the age of sixty-nine. He was a working theory that an equitable division of profits with employees would result in keener interest and greater industry on the part of employees and ultimately would result in larger productiveness and an increased business. He tested the matter out in his own clothing firm, and in fifteen years his business of less than fifty thousand dollars a year increased to more than seven million dollars a year. He grew richer as his thoughtfulness and Christian kindliness increased. He proved conclusively that the "Golden Rule" when judiciously applied to business, works.

No Trouble Believing the Bible

I do not have a single doubt or scrupulosity of unbelief regarding the Bible. I believe there was a garden of Eden, that the sun and moon stood still, that the axe-head swam, that Elijah went up to heaven in a chariot, that Jonah was swallowed by a great fish, that Noah's ark floated in the flood, that the people were bitten people were bitten by looking on a brass serpent, that Jesus turned the water into wine, and in a hundred other things that not a few other men count unbelievable. Simple faith in the statements of the Bible furnishes me with restfulness and comfort.

Health from Natural Living

A Kansas girl and an Iowa boy have been adjudged the healthiest in the United States. This award is made, under supervision of the United States Department of Agriculture, annually, in competition of state health champions at the convention of "4-H' clubs. The girl winner is Marie Antoinette Kingman, Kansas. She is fifteen years old and is described as an attractive high school sophomore. Her rules for health are regular meals.
and a plain diet; nine hours sleep regularly; adequate exercise and sensible clothes. She does not dance. Miss Antrim is described as having dark brown hair and blue eyes. Her clear complexion does not require cosmetics. Her features are regular and the proportions of her figure were adjudged excellent. She weighs 124 pounds and is 5 feet 5½ inches tall. She is a member of a family of seven children, four of whom are older and two younger than she. This is what simple, natural living does for a girl. It would be well for every girl to take note of the living conditions and habits which contribute toward making a girl the healthiest in the United States.

The healthiest boy is Fred Churchill of Blanchard, Iowa. He is eighteen years old and attributes physical perfection to hard work on his father's farm and playing football and basketball in high school. He is a high school graduate. His health score was 90.0%, and Miss Antrim's score was 99%.

Approximate perfection in health is one of the most desirable of all earthly conditions. Health is within the reach of the poor and humble, as well as the wealthy and the great. There is no royal road to this goal. It cannot be purchased. It lies within the reach of all who pay the price—simple, sensible, sane living. —Editorial, Pasadena Star News.

A Sanctified Ministry

"Aquila and Priscilla . . . expounded unto him the way of God more perfectly" (Acts 18:25).

"This also we wish, even your perfection" (2 Cor. 13:9).

"I was minded to come unto you before, that ye might have a second benefit" (2 Cor. 1:15).

"Go unto the people, and sanctify them" (Exod. 19:10).

"That we may present every man perfect in Christ, Jesus" (Col. 1:28).

"For the perfecting of the saints" (Eph. 4:12).

"I am pure from the blood of all men" (Acts 20:26).

"That they may receive . . . inheritance among them which are sanctified by faith that is in me" (Acts 26:18).

"Sanctify yourselves; for the Lord will do wonders among you" (Josh. 3:5).

"Up, sanctify the people . . . There is an accursed thing in the midst of thee, O Israel" (Josh. 7:13).

"Having begun in the Spirit, are we now made perfect by the flesh?" (Gal. 3:3). "I shall come in the fulness of the blessing of the gospel of Christ!" (Rom. 15:29).

"They shall teach my people the difference between the holy and profane, and cause them to discern between the unclean and the clean" (Ezek. 44:23).

Name Him Jesus

Name above every name! I hail this the chief news of the world. Savior from sin. Call Him Jesus. That will keep Him forever abreast of the race. Don't let fear strike His preachers that Jesus may be outrun. The age may get new livery. It may wear new robes, sing new songs, carry new weapons. But sin never changes, and the Savior who could cleanse a Saul into Paul is the same Savior who can redeem and cleanse you and me. Jesus has not lost step with our age. He has not been outrun. He will never be superseded. Today as yesterday and tomorrow must turn to Him. When He came, a babe to grow up to His great task, God fronted Him squarely into everything life could come to mean, and said to those about, "Name him Jesus." Jesus, because He shall save His people from their sins. And He does.—Di. M. S. Rice, in The Christian Advocate.

Thoughts for Lawmakers

From the prayer of Dr. Glenn Frank, chaplain of the senate of the state of Wisconsin, at the opening session of that body: "Almighty God, Lord of all governments, help us, in the opening hours of this legislative session, to realize the sanctity of politics . . . Give us the insight and grant us the power to lift this business of government into an adventure that we may with reverence call the politics of God, because by it we shall seek to fashion the life of this commonwealth in the likeness of that city of God which has been the dream of saints and seers for unnumbered centuries. "Save us from the sins to which we shall be tempted, as the call of parties and the cries of interests beat upon this seat of government. "Save us from thinking about the next election when we should be thinking about the next generation. "Save us from dealing in personalities when we should be dealing in principles. "Save us from thinking too much about the vote of majorities when we should be thinking about the virtue of measures. "Save us, in crucial hours of debate, from saying the things that will take when we should be saying the things that are true. "Save us from indulging in catch-words when we should be searching for facts. "Save us from making party an end in itself when we should be making it a means to an end. "May we have greater reverence for the truth than for the past. Help us to make party our servant, rather than our master. "May we know it profits us nothing to win elections if we lose our courage. "May we be worthy of the high calling of government. Amen.

THE WALK WITH GOD

By ROY L. HOLLERBACH

"Enoch walked with God" (Gen. 5:22).

Introduction: What a privilege is divine fellowship! Yet it is possible for us to be as sensible of God's presence as of the presence of each other.

If we walk with God:

I. He shall determine the places we shall go.

He will certainly not go with us to the moviel circus, dance, car-party, etc. We will be found only at such places as respect and honor the presence of our Lord and Father.

II. He shall determine the swiftness of our pace.

1. It is possible to go either too slow or too fast with the Lord, and break step. Be content to let Him set the pace for you.

2. Some, in seeking offices or making changes, get ahead of Him. "Wait on the Lord." Hasty, impetuous souls have the most trouble.

III. He shall determine the character of our companions.

1. He will not walk with you if you take with you those whose presence is repulsive to Him. You cannot afford to be intimately companionate with any except those who fear and honor the Lord. Perhaps more young people break with the Lord through forming unholy alliances than any other way.

IV. He shall determine the character of our conversation.

1. When you talk much with others and little with Him? Is He not jealous? Being the Guest of honor in your walk, should your conversation not be more with Him than with any other persons?
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on the hillsides of earth since we last met upon a similar occasion.
1. Many of those who fill them were last year as healthy and busy with earth's affairs as you are tonight.
2. It might be well for us to soliloquise upon the solemn question: "Where are they?"

II. That night was bright with your lost friends' opportunities.
1. Many of them attended a watch-night service last year and heard the gospel, but neglected the salvation of their souls. Their opportunity is yours tonight. Will you treat it as they did?
2. Remember that sin is as strong in your case as in theirs, and you are liable to do just as they did. Let this dreadful fact stir you!

III. That you never had as little time to live as you have tonight.
1. Eternity is approaching! Its night is shutting down close and tight about you now, though you may be insensible of it. Time is gaining momentum on you. You are on a straight, and very short, path to the grave and to the judgment. Your days are numbered to be into eternity!
2. You are being led to eternity blindfolded. You cannot see a step ahead of you. You may be within five minutes of the precipice; what can be more dreadful death than that?

IV. That no person has ever yet found a way back to yesterday.
1. Its opportunities are gone forever. If you declined them you have lost them eternally.
2. There is no undoing of the past. You cannot rectify its mistakes or sins.
3. We need to live life as seriously as we ought until it is ebbing out; and the folly of procrastination is never fully realized until then.

Climax: These solemn truths should enforce upon us anew the dangers in which our souls now stand, and drive us to prepare for an instant removal from this world. Do not take the issues of life and death for granted. Know where you are, and where you are going. Remember that "holiness" is the password at heaven's gate.

PENTECOST A SECOND BLESSING

By A. M. HILLS

Text: "And when the day of Pentecost was come, they were all filled with the Holy Spirit" (Acts 2:4, R. V.)

It is passing strange that many professing Christians distort and pervert scripture to get rid of the doctrine of sanctification, one of the most precious doctrines in the entire Word of God. Rev. G. Campbell Morgan does it. He teaches in the pulpit and in books that the disciples of Jesus were not converted until Pentecost, and that there is no second work of grace.

1. Note the evidences that the apostles were converted before Pentecost.
2. Did Christ choose them to be His preachers?
3. Their names were written in heaven (Luke 10:20).
4. The world hated them because they were not of the world (John 17:14). The world loves its own.
5. They belonged to God and to Christ (John 17:6-11).
7. They had received a commission to convert the world (Matt. 28:18-20).
8. They had forsaken all to follow Jesus (Matt. 19:27).

The Marks of a Saintly Life

By C. E. CONNELL

Text: "Ye shall be wise virgins unto me" (Acts 1:8).

1. Those Who Have Gone Before Have Lived Gaily
1.1. Christ had vision and desire.
1.2. There must be attention and striving.
1.3. There must be cleansing and filling.

2. Other Important Questions
2.1. By the lips.
2.2. By the life.

III. Saintliness
1. Fasting.
2. High courage.
3. Steadfast endurance.

IV. Holiness of Heart
1. Life flows from the heart.
2. The Christ life triumphant.

Seven Important Questions

By C. E. CONNELL

1. What is the difference between regeneration and entire sanctification?
2. Can one be regenerated and sanctified wholly at one given time?
3. What is the difference between surrender and consecration?
4. Is entire sanctification an instantaneous act of God's grace, or do we grow into it?
5. How long after conversion does one need to wait before seeking to be sanctified wholly?
6. Who is a fit subject for the grace of entire sanctification?
7. What is the danger of refusing to seek this adorable grace?

Sweep away the rubbish of modernism and infidelity and bring back faith and purity and power.

The Glory of Waiting for the Father's Command

Isaiah and the prophets waited for the voice of God to speak, they molded g恬m with their lives when He spoke. Christ's voice still speaks to the soul when we talk. Moody heard that voice—"Hark! here it is!—Westley heard it—Luther heard it—mighty men they became for God and the salvation of the world. So, this glory of conquest and power is thine, if thou wilt open thy windows toward heaven.

II. The Glory from Open Windows Adds Sharpness to the Sword—For the battle; life is pictured as a battle against sin, powers of darkness, etc.; the sword is thus sharpened—"Fleeciness for the Race; life is a rate against time, against worldliness, for the heavenly city; opened windows bring Heatness—and Grace for All Times of Need; never a soul need be there supplied; art thou cast down, heavy-sealed? then open thy windows!

III. The Glory of the Heavenly Prospect. Picture the falling shadows of life and the aurora of the bursting dawn of eternity. Heaven is the granddest thought ever revealed to man so far. When we dwell with heaven in view, our lives will be saintly, our thoughts holy, and our deeds heaven-like.

Conclusion: Picture the dispersion of night, the breaking of the dawn—the glory of the new day. This comes when the windows are thrown wide. Soul, then open thy windows so that thou mayst catch a glimpse of the Holy City.

The Crimson Stream

Text: "There is a river, the streams thereof shall make glad the city of God" (Ps. 46:4).

Introduction: Salvation is spoken of as a river in the Bible. Ezekiel's vision of the river of God flowing out of the throne of God with blessings for every nation. The psalmist writes of streams breaking forth in the desert. The poet writes of the "fountain filled with blood." The stream since Christ's day has been tainted with blood. Of its glory man is unable to speak; it alone adds the touch of heaven to a life of evil.

The Crimson Stream—

I. A Scarlet Attonement for Scarlet Sin. Sin is deep-dyed with blood, and the only remedy for its sinfulness is the crimson atonement made by Christ for sin. The scarlet of His blood washes out the scarlet of sin. No hope for the soul without this scarlet touch.

II. Dante's Inferno and Paradiso — Milton's
Paradise Lost and Paradise Regained. This is the story of the transformations of the Cremona Stream. Sin is an inferno of doom—the "cinnemon tinge" brings a parable of glory. Sin is Paradise. Lost, the "Blood of the Redeemer" regains the lost Paradise. Grace is a complete transformation. "Though your sins be as scarlet . . . they shall be as white as snow . . . as wool." Picture a soul walking to the precipice of hell, one more step and he is eternally, grace through the Cremona Stream touches him, and his feet are planted on the "highway of holiness," the Throne Way.

III. The Glory and Grandeur of the Home of the Soul. "I'm Going Home"—the song is true. The heavenly city is our eternal abiding place. But the half of its wonder, majesty, beauty cannot be described. It is rest—yes more; eternal reunion of the saints—more wondrous than this; a land without a sea, without a curse, without a night—all the half had not been described; impossibly, the inheritance of the saints in light, a soul incorruptible, a mind celestial—yet the entirety of our heavenly home is not told. Singing, sheathing, coronation, days, jubilant reviews of heaven's hosts—yet its majesty is untold.

Conclusion: Then with the beauteous queen of ancient day, all we can do is in amazement to throw up our hands and cry out, "The half, the half, was not told me!" Eternity alone will tell all the story of salvation and grace divine.

The Glory of His Grace
Text: "To the praise of the glory of his grace" (Eph. 1:13).

Introduction: Majestic words—grace and glory and praise! They include the gospel of redemption, the ransom with blood. They are all that God does for man in eternity, in time—past, present and future. They are the completed story from the time when "the morning stars sang together" until eternity is old. Grace and glory.

1. Originated in the Love of the Father:
   1. He chose us unto holiness (Eph. 1:3, 4).
   2. He ordained us unto sonship (Eph. 1:5).
   3. He accepted us in Christ (Eph. 1:6).

2. Wrought Out by Christ:
   1. In Him we have forgiveness of sins (Eph. 1:7).
   2. In Him is the revelation of the mystery of the divine will (Eph. 1:8, 9).
   3. In Him we enjoy the beauty of the heavenly inheritance (Eph. 1:10-12).

3. Confirmed and Restored by the Operation of the Spirit:
   1. By Him we hear and understand the Word (Eph. 1:13).
   2. By Him we are sealed as an earnest of the possession of the full blessing—heaven, and all its glories! (Eph. 1:13, 14).

Conclusion: Grace is the work of the Godhead. God of the old dispensation originated it; Christ of the new provided the ransom; and the Spirit effects its workings in the soul, and seals us as a foretaste of the wender of the complete inheritance in the heavenly land.

ILLUSTRATIVE MATERIAL
(Compiled by J. Glenn Gould)

Mary Moffat's Faith
When Mary Moffat was asked by friends at home if she needed anything with faith undimmed by nine years of seemingly fruitless toil, she replied, "Send us a communion service; we shall need it some day." Two years later it arrived. It was just in time. The long period had at last begun. With broken and contrite hearts men and women confessed and forsook their sins. They acknowledged Christ as their only Savior. Dirt and idleness and idleness gave place to cleanliness and industry and propriety. The natives had seemingly washed up the deck of the ship, but Behaaehsa that

as they neared the fatal spot, Orpheus played so beautifully on his harp that the Argonaut's crew had no ears for the sirens' songs.

This is exactly the case with the man who has found in Jesus Christ satisfaction for his soul's longings. So great is the joy of his walk with God that the sirens voices of the world fall on deaf ears.

"Since my eyes were fixed on Jesus I've lost sight of all besides; So engrossed my spirit's vision. Looking at the Crucified."

H ave Faith in God
A party of American tourists were spending some days amid the picturesque mountain regions of old Scotland. These highlands lend fascination and charm to multitudes that risk their lives in the effort to scale heights which only the eagle had visited. This party was studying the works of God in rocks and flowers, as well as enjoying the beautiful scenery which everywhere abounded. One of the enthusiastic boasters of the party, in looking over the precipitous sides of the mountain, saw far below on a narrow ledge of projecting rock, some beautiful specimen of rare flowers, which he was very anxious to obtain. No one in the party would venture to secure those much-desired blossoms. Near by were a father and son, with their faithful dogs, guarding a flock of sheep on the pasture slopes. They offered the boy a large reward if he would consent to have a strong mountain rope tied round his body and be lowered to pluck the flowers for them.

The father at once consented, but the boy, although he was a fearless mountain climber, and had often been lowered over dizzy crags to the seabird's nest, hesitated to accept even so liberal an offer. The tourists attempted to show him that the rope was strong enough for half a dozen men. His regal fear was made apparent when, after gazng at the company and then at the strong, stalwart form of his father, he replied, "I will if my father holds the rope."

With omnipotence upholding, there can be no place, no duty too dangerous for any one of us. When God's strong arm sustains us, what have we to dread?—The King's Business.

A Little Learning is a Dangerous Thing
Irving Bacheller relates the following in Illustration of this truth:

"The danger of a little learning as amusingly il-
Ilustrated by the story of a neighbor of mine who had an educated dog. My neighbor said: "I had taught this dog to find things I had hidden. One day I tied a fuse to a stick of dynamite and shoved the thing under a stump I wished to blow out. I lighted the fuse, and ran. Suddenly I saw the dog running by my side with the stick of dynamite in his mouth, the fuse trailing and sputtering behind him. He seemed to be saying kind of concerced, "See how smart I am!" I tried to grab the fuse and smother it, but he dodged. I didn't have time to argue with him, so I just ran. He kept close to me, didn't a free and done it simple, and saved my life, and I've always thanked God that dogs can't climb. I tell ye, and an education is a bad thing unless you know what not to do with it and when not to use it."

**Abide with Me**

Rather more than sixty years ago a clergyman sat at the window of a house in Lower Brisham. His body looked bent and frail, and yet he was by no means an elderly man. Tears were in his great eyes as he gazed away over the harbor to where an autumnal sun was setting in fiery splendor. It was a beautiful scene, but those sad eyes hardly saw it.

Francis Lyte had been preaching to his beloved flock for a long time that evening. Tomorrow he was to take his journey to the south of Europe in the hope of renewing strength. But his heart was in Brisham, and he was very, very sad.

Lower and lower sank the weary head until it rested on a pair of folded, emaciated hands. He was grieving over his unfinished work in Brisham. "Help me, my God," was his prayer, as he bent there, with the setting sun shining on his bowed head, "and grant me to write something which will live to Thy glory, now that I can no longer speak for Thee."

His prayer was heard. From the pencil which he took up streaming words which have been, surely, as much blessed as those of any hymn:

"Abide with me, fast falls the eventide; The darkness deepens; Lord, with me abide; When other helpers fail and comforts flee, Help of the helpless, oh, abide with me."

From that darkened room and darkened heart went out the wonderful prayer. Francis Lyte died a month afterwards, but the hymn remains.—Lena Urban Cooper.

**God Locates His Workers**

Says Dr. A. J. Gordon, "William Carey, stirred by the reports which Captain Cook had brought back from the Pacific Isles, proposed in his heart to go to Tahiti, if one should be permitted to become a missionary of the cross. He was prevented by the Spirit and sent to India instead. And could we, if we had had the placing of him, with the light of all subsequent history to guide us, have selected a post more truly strategic, considering the extraordinary genius which he developed as a linguist, and the work he was to do as a pioneer in biblical translation?"

**Objection to God's Will**

Says a writer in the Expositor, "Some years ago I was at Winona Lake when Creature was conducting a series of band concerts. In the morning it was the rule that the players would go to his room and play his music—each alone regardless of others. In the pandemonium which ensued we were all tied up to the woods thereby! But in the afternoon and evening when we went to the great auditorium and packed it to the doors, with excursions coming from cities a hundred miles away. Why were we driven away? Was the composer of the overtones which drew us irresistible at night? The answer came as the master leader, emphasizing that year, marched to the front and, turning, faced the noon and their installation. A wonder took place! They were no longer their own. To a man their passion was to be possessed by his spirit, to respond to his every motion, the very rhythm of his being, and each with each to blend his best to accomplish their master's will."

**Be Anxious for Nothing**

The wife of a ship's officer was sitting in the cabin near him during a storm at sea. She was filled with terror for the safety of the vessel, and was so surprised at his anxiety that she cried out, "My dear, are you not afraid? How is it possible that you can be so calm in such a storm?" Rising from his chair, he went out and got a sword, pointed it at the breast of his wife, and exclaimed, "Are you not afraid of that sword?" She instantly answered, "No." "Why not?" asked the officer. "Because I know it is in the hands of my husband, and he loves me too well to hurt me." "Then," said he, "remember that I know whom I love, and that He holds hands in His fists and the waters in the hollow of His hands."—The King's Business.

---

**CHURCH ADVERTISING—THE WHY AND HOW**

C. A. S.

SOME people wonder and keep on wondering just what the proper activities of the church are, and to just what extent it should go in advertising the services and activities. Should the church simply hold the regular services, such as the prayer meeting on Wednesday night and the services on Sunday and then call it quits? What is the full duty of the church to the community? What are the proper activities of the church during the week? Just how far should the church get in the matter of what we might term "sales?" Does the service rendered by the church have any bearing on the general subject of advertising? I would have you keep these questions clearly before your mind.

Some time ago I was pastor of a church in a western state. The town was about two thousand five hundred population with another three thousand in the outlying districts. This church was just the average church, a hundred on Wednesday night for prayer meeting, the usual hundred or so for Sunday school, regular morning church service, a so-called Young People's Society meeting at 6:30 with an evening preaching hour. Nothing to become enthused over. I had not been in town very long until I caught a vision. One Sunday afternoon, I was out walking and two little girls of school age stopped me and begged, "Doctor, can't you tell us something to do? There is a ball game over on the school grounds, but we don't want to go over there. Isn't there anything we can do?" What could I say or what could I do? I sent them around to the parsonage and told them to tell my wife that I had sent them. It so happens that my wife is a very resourceful woman and she immediately found something to interest them, which was fishing. They were to go out and find some other girls who had nothing to do. They shortly returned with about fifteen girls and three boys who also seemed inclined to want to have a good time (I always try to teach the boys and girls that they can have a good time at the parsonage). My wife then and there organized a junior choir. Did they sing? I'll say they did. Could they sing? Well, I'm not so enthusiastic about that point. The main item to consider is that they had something to do which would keep them off the streets, and from influences which might have been harmful to their spiritual development. I there and then vowed that the church should always be ready to meet any demand put upon her by the young people. Now, get this statement: I believe that the church should take a very decided interest in the lives of the boys and girls, men and women of the community she serves. The church of the living God should be open twenty-four hours every day, but I'm afraid in every case there are a couple of locks on every door and the church is open only for a total of possibly six hours a week. Heavenly Father, look down and have pity on us! Are we going to advertise the fact that our churches are locked most of the time? It isn't an advertising point at all but something we should change as soon as possible. Then, my dear brother-preacher, don't complain about the people not coming to God's house. We must serve, and our service must necessarily be sacrificial service. We must see that the great business of God is ready to serve each of the twenty-four hours of the day.

Now, I do not advocate the turning of the church into a club house or the operating of the church as a secular organization, but I do mean to say that the church must properly function during the week if it is to fulfill its mission, its duty, its obligation to its community. The great function of the church is to administer to the spiritual welfare of all people, men and women, boys and girls. It has no other purpose for existing. I repeat, it is to administer to the spiritual welfare of men, women, boys and girls of the community, and I am sure that the gospel of Jesus Christ is worthy of being preached seven nights a week and prac-
this knowledge for the propagation of the gospel.
We need a few Ezra's and Nehemiah's who will get such matters on their heart.

The cause of Christian education, as well as church extension, support of disabled veteran ministers, and missions, languages for want of aggressiveness along these lines on the part of those of us who have been commissioned as watchmen on the walls. The worldly and semi-religious schools and other institutions are annually receiving millions of dollars in bequests and legacies, largely because of their diligence and vigilance, thousands of which could be gotten for our work if we went after it, and may the Lord stir us up and help us to beseech ourselves in behalf of the cause we love.

For our purpose wills may be divided into three classes, ordinary, holographic and nuncupative. By ordinary wills we mean those prepared at the direction of the testator by some competent person and properly signed, published and attested. A holographic will is one which is written entirely by the testator in his own handwriting, dated and signed by him. A nuncupative will is one which is entirely oral. The first named are used in practically every case where a last will and testament is left by a person who declines writing and validity, as well as construction and proof, depend entirely upon the laws of the particular state having jurisdiction. The second or holographic wills do not require the same formalities as these written by another person other than the testator, and are recognized by every state, no attesting or subscribing witnesses being required but only proof of the handwriting and signature of decedent. Nuncupative wills are allowed and recognized only in exigencies such as soldiers and sailors in war or mariners at sea or men only when the testator is in extremis and facing death. Since this kind of will depends upon the intelligence, memory and honesty of those who surround the dying testator and open the way for fraud, nuncupative wills are not favored in law and are allowed only in extraordinary cases.

Wills were recognized by the Hebrew, Greek and Roman laws as also the English parliamentary and common law, but in this country with its idea of state sovereignty in all matters not vitally affecting the Union, the details of the law of wills have been left entirely to state legislatures, making it necessary to consult the statutes of each state for the formalities requisite to valid wills in them. There are many rules of law, however, of such universal application that there can be said to be a great deal of uniformity among the states on the subject. These we may profitably study.

No particular form or terminology is required for a will, so that the instrument purporting to be a last will and testament may be written to be such. Superfluous and unnecessary words are dangerous because they are calculated to render the writing ambiguous and thus defeat the wishes of the testator. The fewest possible words that clearly and unequivocally express the desire of the person making the will should be employed. One of the most sensible, practical and safe wills the writer has ever seen was left by a prominent jurist of Kentucky recently in the following words: "I will bequeath all my property both real and personal to my wife . . . ."

He had seen too much litigation over unnecessary words and knew the value of a few aptly chosen ones. Of course every will could not be as brief as the one cited here but this serves to illustrate the point.

Before there can be a valid will the testator or testatrix must possess the legal capacity to make a testamentary disposition of his or her estate. Formerly legal disability to make a will extended to aliens, criminals, Indians, Indians, married women and persons non compus mentis. Most of these disabilities have been removed by later enactments. However, infancy is still a legal incapacity, and a testator must be of legal age to dispose of real estate, but this requirement does not ordinarily extend to personality. Persons under such mental disability as prevents them from understanding the nature of business, the extent and nature of their estate and to collect the objects of their bounty played. Included in this restriction are those who on account of old age, disease, addition to drugs, insanity or intemperance, are mentally incapable of transacting business intelligently.

As a general rule none of the foregoing disabilities prevent a person from receiving title to property under the will of another person. Frequently when a devisee is incapable of attending to his own affairs the testator creates a trust and leaves property to a trustee for the use and benefit of the devisee person, or the owner may be given discretion to the latter, in which case the courts will appoint a guardian or committeeto conduct his affairs.
tired seven days a week rather than the few hours that most people do.

In the beginning of this series of articles on
"Church Advertising" we likened the church to a
great business organization and laid claim that it
was in reality the greatest business organization in
the world today. If we would keep our rating, we
must be sure that the departments of God's business
are active and working to full capacity. There can
be no prosperity if the greater portion of the mills
and factories of our country are closed down and
not operating. To just the extent the church op-
rates the various departments at full capacity, so
will her power and influence in the world of today
be felt. If the church leads, mankind is happy and
blessed, but if we allow other businesses of the
world to lead to the exclusion of the church, man-
dkind is unhappy and the world does not prosper.
And we are sure that business conditions may be in
your own community—if men and women will
hold high the blood-stained banner of Jesus Christ
and see that the great business of the Master is
pushing steadily ahead, it cannot help but affect
other businesses and the lives of the people.

The church must exercise necessity serve in a very
practical way during the thousand-hour week, for
instance, the Young People's Society. They have
their Sunday evening meeting. An announcement
is made for a social gathering for the following
Friday night, and on that Friday evening they
gather. Isn't it far better to have these young peo-
ple gather at some home or in the parsonage or in
some room of the church under Christian leader-
ship and there have a good time together, than for
the church never to make contact with them dur-
ing that week? I know some preacher will speak
up right now and say that the young people are
too worldly or too busy to interest themselves,
particularly in that type of social gathering. "They
just will not turn out for church parties." I real-
ize that possibly some of you do not believe with
me along these lines, but I have always preached
it is proper to fight Satan with his own weapon.
I would never hesitate in using them. Some will
ask, "What do you mean by that?" And I can
best answer with this illustration: Out in our far
West, one of the great menaces is the forest fire,
and it has been proved that the greatest and most
helpful way of fighting a forest fire is through the
use of fire itself—what is termed the "backfire."
The surest way to advance God's kingdom is to
give everybody a job and work them so hard that
they have no time for anything else other than the
church, and the church is over half its work-
ers sitting around and idle, is more than wasteful
of time and energy and capital. There are hun-
dreds and thousands of tasks which the church can
well afford to do, remaining undone in every com-
munity because of the lack of vision and service
on the part of the church and membership of the
church. We should worship and praise God for
His many blessings, but at the same time, He
expects us to get out and do a little work. And
just to the extent the church makes itself felt in
the week-day life of the community, just in that
degree is it deserving of the support of the people.
It is through the service it renders that the church
does its best advertising. Why, my friend,
you could run page ads and never work up the
interest of the people in a church which does not
serve, while a church that serves to the best of its
ability the entire community, irrespective of faith
or creed, saint or sinner, can always gather unto
itself the whole-hearted support and sympathy of
the people.

Look around you. Are you blinded? Have you
seen no vision, no imagination? Can't you see the hundreds and hundreds of hundred-
of opportunities for the church to serve? "The
world is dying for a little bit of love." Let the
church serve, in the spirit and love of Christ, all
who come. Let the church, through its service,
be worthy of the advertising at a great business
founded upon Jesus Christ, our Lord and Master.
Redeemer and Savior.

WILLS
By GLENN E. MILLER

W

E now take up a subject which is
worth of close study and one which is
of practical importance to the minis-
ter. Aside from the proper testamentary
disposition of his own estate, there could scarcely be
mentioned a subject in the whole range of juris-
ducence a knowledge of which equips the preach-
er for such constructive financial service to the
kingdom as the one we consider here. Without
doubt, much money is left to impropdreditives relat-}
ives to be wasted, to unworthy institutions, to under-
takers and monument salesmen, or to eschew to
the state, that should and could be secured for the
church if we possessed a working knowledge of the
provisions, rules and doctrines of law relative to
wills, and then would earnestly set about using
this knowledge for the propagation of the gospel.
We need a few Ezra's and Nehemiah's who will get
such matters on their heart and work for the
advancement of the church and the kingdom.

The cause of Christian education, as well as
curch extension, support of distal ministry
ministers, and missions, languishes for want of ag-
gressiveness along these lines on the part of those
of us who have been commissioned as watchmen on
the walls. The worldly and semi-religious schools
and other institutions are annually receiving
millions of dollars in bequests and legacies,
largely because of their diligence and vigilance,
thousands of which could be gotten for our work
if we went after it, and may the Lord stir us up and
help us to bestir ourselves in behalf of the
case we love.

For our purpose wills may be divided into three
classes, ordinary, holographic and nuncupative.
By ordinary wills we mean those prepared at the di-
rection of the testator by some competent person
and properly signed, published and attested. A
holographic will is one which is written entirely
by the testator in his own handwriting, dated and
signed by him. A nuncupative will is one which is
entirely oral. The first named are, used in prac-
tically every case where a last will and testament is
necessary, and for their requisites and validity, as
well as construction and proof, depend entirely
upon the laws of the particular state hav-
ing jurisdiction. The second or holographic wills
do not require the same formalities as those writ-
en by another person other than the testator, and
are recognized by every state, no attesting or sub-
scribing witnesses being required but only proof of
the handwriting and signature of decedent.
Nuncupative wills are allowed and recognized only in
exigencies such as soldiers and sailors' in war or
marriage cases, and then only when the testator is
in extremis and facing death. Since this kind of
will depends upon the intelligence, memory and
honesty of those who surround the dying testator
and open the way for fraud, nuncupative wills are
not favored in law and are allowed only in extrava-
ginary circumstances.

Wills were recognized by the Hebrew, Greek
and Roman laws as also the English parliamentary
and common law, but in this country with its idea
of state sovereignty in all matters not vitally af-
flicting the Union, the details of the law of wills have
been left entirely to state legislatures, making it ne-
cessary to consult the statutes of each state for the
formalities requisite to valid wills in them. There
are many rules of law, however, of such universal
application that there can be said to be a great
degree of uniformity among the states on the subject.
These we may profitably study.

No particular form or terminology is required
for a will, so that the instrument purporting to be
a last will and testament reveals that the maker
intended it to be such. Superficial and unne-
cessary words are to be avoided, and in no way
related to render the writing ambiguous and thus de-
feat the wishes of the testator. The fewest possible
words that clearly and unequivocally express the
desire of the person making the will should be em-
ployed. One of the most sensible, practical and
safe wills the writer has ever seen was left by a
prominent jurist of Kentucky recently in the fol-
lowing words: "I will and bequeath all my prop-
erty both real and personal to my wife . . . ."
He had seen too much litigation over unnecessary
words and knew the value of a few sply chosen
ones. Of course every will could not be as brief
as the one cited here but this serves to illustrate
the point.

Before there can be a valid will the testator or
testatrix must possess the legal capacity to make
testamentary disposition of his or her estate. For-
dy, extremely disinherited or disposed of to
foreign, negroes, criminals, Indians, infants, married
women and persons non compos mentis. Most of
these disabilities have been removed by later enact-
ments. However, infants is still a legal incapacity, and
a certain most be of legal age to dispose of real
estate, but this requirement does not ordinarily ex-
tend to personalty. Persons under such mental
disability as prevents them from understanding the
nature of business, the extent and nature of their
estate and to recollect the objects of their bounty
are void of testamentary capacity. Included in
this restriction are those who on account of old
age, disease, addiction to drugs, insanity, or intox-
ication, are mentally incapable of transacting busi-
ness, intelligently.

As a general rule none of the foregoing disabili-
ties prevent a person from receiving title to pro-
erty under the will of another person. Frequently
when a devisee is incapable of attending to his own
affairs the testator creates a trust and leaves prop-
erty to a trustee for the use and benefit of the de-
scendant person, or the ownership may be given di-
rectly to the latter, in which case the court will
appoint a guardian or committee to conduct his
affairs.
Ordinarily unincorporated associations are not capable of receiving property or money under a will, and some states require that a devise or bequest for a charitable or religious purpose or to a charitable or religious corporation must be made a specified time before the testator's death. Sometimes state law limits the proportion of a person's estate which may be left for such purposes.

A person to whom a bequest is given by the terms of a will should never become one of the subscribing witnesses, as this situation is viewed with much disfavor by the courts and has been held to defeat the bequest if not the entire will. Those who sustain confidential relations to the testator must take under a will provided there is no proof of undue influence. If there is evidence of undue influence, or over-persuasion by one sustaining the relation of attorney and client, spiritual advisor, physician and patient and such-like, and such person is advanced by the will, the will may be set aside.

A codicil is an addition to a will, made after its execution, and which adds to or changes some provision of the will. The codicil may or may not revoke some part of the will, but unless it expressly does so and is not so repugnant to some part of the original will that it cannot stand, the codicil will be construed as a part of the will the same as if contained in it at first. Codicils must be executed and attested with the same formality as a will. A will may have many codicils added to it.

A will may be revoked by a person at any time before his death that he sees fit, and he may choose to die intestate. Revocation may be made by another will which expressly revokes the former will, by destroying the will, or by disposing of the property before death, which amounts to revocation.

In general the requirements as to signing, witnessing, and probate depend upon the laws of the state where the testator is domiciled in the disposition by will of personal property, while in cases of the disposition of real estate the laws of the state where the land lies will control.

The following form of will is sufficient in ordinary cases, varying names and provisions to suit the particular case:

**LAST WILL AND TESTAMENT**

I, John Doe, realizing the uncertainty of life, and being of sound mind and disposing memory, do make and publish this my last will and testament, hereby revoking all former wills heretofore made by me.

Receivng my responsibility to God and that I must render to Him an account of my stewardship here, and with a thankful heart for all His tender mercies to me I commend my spirit to Him and with a knowledge of sins forgiven through the blood of His dear Son and a clean heart by the baptism of His Spirit, I stand before the Judge of the universe dressed in His righteousness alone.

I direct that my just debts and the expense of a simple funeral not to exceed $250, and the cost of a monument for my grave to not exceed $100, be paid by my executor out of my estate, after my decease, and also the cost of settling my estate.

To my faithful wife, Nancy Doe, I give and bequeath one-half of the money and personal property of which I file possessed, after payment of the expenses named in item one hereof. I also give to her in fee simple our home consisting of a lot 50 x 100 feet upon which is situated a six-room brick dwelling at No. 4801 South Calhoun St., in the city of Fort Wayne, Indiana.

After items 2 and 3 hereinbefore set forth have been carried out I give all the residue of my estate, both real and personal, to the Church of the Nazarene, a religious denomination with General Headquarters at 2923 Troost Avenue, Kansas City, Missouri, the same to be used and expended by its Foreign Mission Board, or by whatever board or body is entrusted by said church with the financing of its foreign mission work at the time of administering this bequest, for foreign mission work as it shall deem proper.

In order that Item 4 hereof may be carried out expeditiously and the money made available for use as therein directed as soon as possible after my decease, I direct my executor to convert what remains of my estate after fulfillment of items 2 and 3, and which is not in money, into cash and pay same to the General Treasurer of the said Church of the Nazarene. This he may do by public or private sale as he sees fit but as soon as practicable.

I nominate as my executor my friend Richard Roe, who resides at my home, and in whose ability and honesty I have the utmost confidence. (Signed and attested by the subscribing witnesses as state law directs.)

**WHY REVIVALS DO NOT REVIVE**

By Roy L. Hollenback

Not all that can be said concerning factors of a revival will be new to the readers of this magazine, for there is scarcely a pastor or an evangelist but who has many times presented special meetings with sermons bearing upon this theme. But eleven years spent in revival efforts have convinced this writer that there are certain overlooked matters pertaining to revivals which may be profitably mentioned in these pages. It seems to us that some of these have led to disappointment and failure upon occasions when elaborate plans had been made, and when hopes were high for a fruitful meeting.

I. A BAD ATMOSPHERE

Perhaps the most common cause of failure in revival efforts is the creation of a wrong atmosphere before the meeting begins. It is not possible to have a revival anywhere or anytime that the spiritual atmosphere is not right. A right atmosphere is far more important than to have talented workers, commodious quarters, or a large crowd for the meeting. Failing to appreciate this fact, some well-meaning pastors have set in to prepare for a revival by paring the church roll, or holding a church trial to get rid of certain "Ahab" in the church. Now, this seems to us bad policy two reasons: (1) The "Ahab," if there are any, have souls to save, and the probability of their getting straightened up and helped in the meeting is greatly lessened; (2) There is always a nasty stench following a church trial, or any kindred action, which poisons the spiritual atmosphere for a long time to come. We doubt if a dozen hypocrites left alone for the Word of God to deal with will pollute the atmosphere as much as one that is "dug up" in this manner. At least, for some cause, it is almost impossible to have a real revival in the atmosphere which follows a "back door revival."

II. UNEXPECTED BEGINNINGS

Other revival efforts fail of success because of unartful procedure on the part of the evangelist. Allowing that he is a man of God, and that he is in the meeting for the best interest of the church, we shall observe one of the mistakes which are commonmade by the revival worker.

First, there is the frequent mistake of not laying the proper foundation of prayer and faith. The evangelist, in his anxiety to preach to sinners, omits much attention to the spiritual condition of the church, and drives for the unsaved about the second sermon he preaches. There are very, very few places that are in such readiness for a revival that this is a wise thing to do. Even though a few souls respond, a deep and lasting revival will not be realized if the important matters of prayer and faith are neglected. It is not prayer—...
deeper in which the preaching is of the salvation, searching type, but this is not necessarily true. More “skimming” on the part of the preacher does not uncover sin half so much as does the Holy Ghost when he comes upon the church in joy and blessing. And such a line of preaching in human strength is only “the letter that killeth.” We must have the Spirit of joy and inspiration “which maketh alive.” Understand it is not this writer’s intention to discourage negative preaching. It has a place in the revival. But the Spirit can dig deeper when He moves upon the people than all the plowing the preacher can do in his own strength.

III. INCITING RESISTANCE

Every revivelist knows that there is a difference in the attitude of sinners of various places to the truth. In some places there is a ready yielding spirit, while in others there is an obstinacy which can scarcely be overcome. Some think this is purely a matter of the amount of preaching the community has had; but this is not always the case; for this difference is noticeable in meetings in the same place. One revival effort is free and easy, and the unsaved respond readily; while the next one, with a stronger and able preacher, runs hard and is fraught with strong resistance. There are widely differing causes for this state; but again we must lay the main charge to the fault of the revival worker. Let us see some causes for strong resistance in the revival, other than the traditionally “gospel hardened” condition of the community:

First, not enough blessing and spirit of prayer upon the church. Brethren, you cannot ignore the church and have a revival.

Second, scant praying on the part of the preacher. The praying preacher will be a soulful preacher. He will have emotional love for the lost; and his pleadings will never incite resistance. But the mechanical preacher, who evangelizes as a profession, will hurl forth his stereotyped set of sermons (masterpieces they may be) which he preaches alike in every place; his altar calls will have a forced and artificial semblance of yearning for men, but will be void of heavenly melting power; and by the time the meeting is half over the sinners who are not at the altar will have stiffened themselves hopelessly against the altar calls. And then, instead of resorting to a happy change of tactics, the evangelist will wear out the rest of the meeting with sermons upon “The Dead Line,” “Rejection,” etc., but will set no fruit. Such preachers always invite resistance to their message—and always have it. That set of sermons you have put in book form, and that you prize as masterpieces, and from which you wouldn’t depart for heaven’s sake, will harden. If the evangelist finds that commonly the last word of his meeting wanes, and resistance stiffens against his sermons, he should ask God to give him some new and inspiring sermon for the church. For it is safe to say that his old ones are mechanical, and no doubt too long.

Following the same lines in preaching, or making altar calls alike each night, are both, hardening to the sinner. There should be variety. Surprises are very wholesome in a meeting. If you have preached two or three nights on the same line, surprise them the next night with a sermon that is altogether different in tone and substance. Never permit the meeting to fall into a rut. Be resourceful. Change your tactics. If you are fresh and anointed in your own soul, it will not be difficult for you to find something new and fresh to do in the meeting; but if your own heart is stereotyped, so will the meeting be.